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Commonly used 
terminology in this paper
For the purposes of this paper, we provide the following commonly used climate risk terminology.

Adaptation

The process of adjustment to actual or expected climate 
conditions and their effects on human and natural systems 
to avoid or limit harmful consequences and/or realize 
benefits.1

Climate resilience

The ability of social-ecological systems to absorb and 
recover from climatic shocks and stresses while positively 
adapting and transforming their structures and means for 
living in the face of long-term change and uncertainty.2

Climate risk 

The potential for consequences (impacts) where something 
of value is at stake and where the outcome is uncertain due 
to impacts from climate change.3 

Exposure

The presence of people, species, ecosystems, resources, 
infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural assets in 
places and settings that could be adversely affected.

Financial actors

The paper uses this term to represent a collection of entities 
including: banks, investors, institutional investors, pension 
funds, and other providers of finance; insurance companies 
and other providers of financial “risk transfer” mechanisms; 
rating agencies and other neutral arbiters of credit risk 
assessment for investors.

Financial system constituents

The paper uses this term to broadly encompass financial 
governance bodies, financial institutions, and diverse addi-
tional influential actors, such as rating bodies.

Financial system governance bodies

The paper uses this term to represent a collection of enti-
ties that help to govern and guide the financial system and 
are responsible for the safety and soundness of financial 
markets and the economy at large. These include entities 
that promote and enforce regulations, but also entities that 
create standards and guidelines for the financial sector, and 
importantly those that play a key role in developing incen-
tives that can promote, accelerate, and catalyze investment 
faster than the markets might otherwise act. 

Hazards

The potential occurrence of a natural or human-induced 
physical event or trend or physical impact that may cause 
loss of life, injury, or other health impacts, as well as damage 
and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods, service provi-
sion, ecosystems, and environmental resources.4 Hazards 
related to physical climate risk include events that are linked 
to gradual global warming and extreme weather events, 
such as intense storms, flooding (coastal and river), water 
scarcity, heat and temperature stress, drought, and wildfires, 
among others. 

Investment in resilience

An investment whose primary objective or function is to 
increase resilience to protect against or create greater 
capacity to recover from the direct and indirect physical 
impacts of climate change.5

Liability

Financial liabilities, including insurance claims and legal 
damages, arising under the law of contract, tort, or negli-
gence because of other climate-related risks.
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Physical risk

Physical risks can be defined as “those risks that arise from 
the interaction of climate-related hazards (including hazard-
ous events and trends) with the vulnerability of exposure of 
human and natural systems, including their ability to adapt” 
(Batten et al., 2016). Two main sources of physical risks 
can be identified: gradual global warming and an increase 
in extreme weather events.6 Physical risks resulting from 
climate change can be event-driven (acute) or longer-term 
shifts (chronic) in climate patterns. Physical risks may 
have financial implications for organizations, such as direct 
damage to assets and indirect impacts from supply chain 
disruption. Organizations’ financial performance may also 
be affected by changes in water availability, sourcing, and 
quality; food security; and extreme temperature changes 
affecting organizations’ property, operations, supply chains, 
transport needs, and employee safety.7

Acute physical risk

Those that are event-driven, including increased severity of 
extreme weather events, such as cyclones, hurricanes, or 
floods.8

Chronic physical risk

Longer-term shifts in climate patterns, such as changes in 
precipitation patterns and sustained higher temperatures, 
that may cause sea-level rise or chronic heat waves.9

Resilient investment

An investment that is protected against or can recover from 
the impacts of climate change.10

Transition risk

Transitioning to a lower-carbon economy may entail 
extensive policy, legal, technology, and market changes to 
address mitigation and adaptation requirements related to 
climate change. Depending on the nature, speed, and focus 
of these changes, transition risks may pose varying levels 
of financial and reputational risk to organizations.11

Value at risk

Quantifies the size of loss on a portfolio of assets over a 
given time horizon, at a given probability. Estimates of 
VaR from climate change can be seen as a measure of the 
potential for asset-price corrections due to climate change.

Vulnerability

The propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected. 
Vulnerability encompasses a variety of concepts and 
elements, including sensitivity or susceptibility to harm and 
lack of capacity to cope and adapt.
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Foreword
Financial institutions are taking an increasing number of mitigation actions to prepare for 
a low-carbon future. These actions range from divesting from or engaging with firms that 
are highly dependent on the use of fossil fuel, to accelerating investment in green technol-
ogies, where, for example, solar build-out represented 38% of all new generating capacity 
added in 2017.12

However, even if we fully deliver on the mitigation objectives of the Paris Climate Agreement, 
we will end up with between +1.5°C and +2°C of warming, which is double the warming we 
see today.  Even in that best-case scenario, the physical impacts of climate change will be 
significant and potentially disruptive.  Climate change is already affecting our economy, our 
society and our environment and these material impacts will continue to increase even if we 
manage to hit mitigation targets.  It is therefore of paramount importance that adaptation 
to climate change is considered as important as reducing carbon emissions.  Yet the gap 
between the financing required for adaptation and the funds currently available continues to 
grow.  According to the 2018 Adaptation Gap Report, the annual costs of adaptation could 
range from US$140 billion to US$300 billion by 2030 and from US$280 billion to US$500 
billion by 2050.  Furthermore, the physical impacts of climate change are likely to have a 
disproportionate impact on the poorest countries, regions and sectors of society.  This is 
why the Global Commission on Adaptation was convened in 2018 to elevate the political 
visibility of climate adaptation and to encourage bold solutions such as smarter investments, 
new technologies and better planning.  Financial institutions have a key role to play in 
unlocking investment for a climate-resilient economy.

An evolving landscape of adaptation investment opportunities are emerging, which will 
allow for both a societal impact and financial returns.  For example, specific microfinance 
and microinsurance products could deliver investments in climate-resilient farms and 
businesses.  Targeted savings products aimed at promoting climate resilience could be 
made available to vulnerable populations, while transfer and remittance facilities will help 
to facilitate emergency funding to communities affected by climate change-driven events.  
Financial service companies are also in a position to raise awareness and build capacity 
around climate risks.  Governments could incentivize investment in adaptation through the 
use of blended finance instruments or other forms of public-private financing models that 
facilitate scale and pooling or diversifying of risks.

Furthermore, integrating climate resilience into project development makes investments 
both robust and long term, which is a clear advantage for private investors.  Offshore wind 
farms in tropical regions that are able to survive hurricane or typhoons, for example, or 
investments in low-cost products to cool buildings, such as roofing materials or paint, would 
provide clear investment opportunities.
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Finally, systemic changes, including physical risk disclosure and the integration of climate 
change assessments in investment decision-making will help to mainstream adaptation and 
build a more resilient financial sector.

This report provides a thorough analysis of the current situation, identifying the barriers 
that restrict the financial system’s resilience and limit financial flows to adaptation-related 
investments, while underlining the potential opportunities that we highlight above.  We are 
pleased to endorse this report’s concrete and ambitious recommendations, which, if fully 
implemented, would make a real difference in unlocking financial flows for adaptation.  
We sincerely hope that the partnership between UNEP FI and the Global Commission on 
Adaptation will continue to develop over the coming years and help to deliver the actions and 
initiatives necessary to build a more resilient financial sector.

Peter Damgaard Jensen
CEO, PKA Ltd
Commissioner, Global 
Commission on Adaptation
Chair, the Institutional Investors 
Group on Climate Change

Eric Usher
Head, UNEP Finance Initiative
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Executive summary
There is no doubt that the world is warming, and the consequences of this warming are 
and will increasingly be far-reaching. Addressing the adaptation needs that result from this 
warming and aligning those with the 2015 Paris Agreement is perhaps the biggest invest-
ment opportunity of this generation. In doing so it will be imperative to align the financial 
system to this challenge in order to truly “unlock” the necessary capital—both private and 
public—that can support investment in adaptation and resilience. 

But efforts to date fail to reflect the urgency communicated in recent reports by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and other scientific bodies. With increas-
ing evidence that climate impacts are already occurring and accelerating, further delay 
presents enormous, potentially catastrophic risks to the financial system—and, indeed, the 
global economy.

The financial sector is built around evaluating and managing risks of all kinds as the basis of 
making investment decisions. To date few in the financial sector are incorporating physical 
climate risks into investment decision making. Knowledge of how physical risks from climate 
change impacts risks and opportunities is rapidly evolving, but clear risk management 
practices are still nascent. Identifying the financial implications of climate risks will create 
enormous opportunities for profitable investment by all types of investors, including both 
public and private finance. However, the same understanding may also trigger potential capi-
tal shifts or flight from the poorest and most vulnerable communities and countries, those 
most in need of investment in adaptation and resilience. The absence of clear ownership 
of climate risk in many sectors has also led to expectations of publicly funded assistance 
following natural disasters, further discouraging investment in resilience.

This paper reviews barriers and opportunities for financing resilience and adaptation by 
all actors across the financial system but chiefly targets financial system constituents, 
including policymakers and financial actors, and the actions required of each.13 While the 
challenges and potential solutions are wide ranging, key needs fall into several categories: 

 ◼ Climate risk management and climate risk disclosure;
 ◼ Harmonization of practices and terminology; and 
 ◼ (re) Allocation of capital towards climate resilience, adaptation and overall sustainability.

Many efforts to bring about the changes in the financial system that are needed to integrate 
climate risks in decision making have been initiated, but the reality today is that the neces-
sary rules, regulations, standards, and best practices remain nascent and weakly defined. 
While specific to different segments and actors within the financial system, five broad 
categories of barriers to scaling up financing for adaptation and resilience summarize the 
challenge: 

 ◼ Inadequate support and/or incentives to act;
 ◼ Weak policies and conventions in the financial industry;
 ◼ Market barriers;
 ◼ Operational gaps at the institution level; and 
 ◼ Low technical capacity for climate risk management. 

The range of adaptation investment opportunities, while very large, faces additional barriers 
in the perceived lack of private benefits and the immaturity of business models. 
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Aggressive additional public and private commitments will be needed to address the 
growing adaptation financing gap. Closing the gap will require comprehensive policy reforms, 
enhanced incentives, and partnerships involving governments and policy makers, financial 
institutions, businesses of all forms, and communities at risk.

This paper was developed as part of a collection of background papers on the topic of 
finance to contribute to the Global Commission on Adaptation’s “Action Tracks” to be 
presented in September 2019. This paper focuses specifically on two key constituents 
important for transforming financing flows towards adaptation and resilience: 

i. Financial System Governance Bodies; and 
ii. Financial Actors. This paper presents six recommendations, supplemented by illus-

trative actions, which can facilitate and accelerate financing for adaptation and resil-
ience. Collectively, they offer a program that is ambitious, actionable, and can directly 
impact how finance can be unlocked for adaptation and resilience: 

 ◼ Accelerate and promote climate-relevant financial policies;
 ◼ Develop, adopt, and employ climate risk management practices;
 ◼ Develop and adopt adaptation metrics and standards;
 ◼ Build capacity among all financial actors; 
 ◼ Highlight and promote investment opportunities; and
 ◼ Use public institutions to accelerate adaptation investment. 

Each of these are efforts which can be undertaken in parallel by both policy makers and 
financial institutions, and if implemented will result in the acceleration of financing flows and 
investment for adaptation and resilience. 

Furthermore, the Global Commission on Adaptation can support the above efforts as part of 
its Action Tracks in the following ways: 

 ◼ Establish, develop, and promote a network of excellence on climate risk and adaptation;
 ◼ Promote the integration of climate considerations into financial system governance; 
 ◼ Promote the development of a climate analytics industry; and
 ◼ Innovate in financial instruments for climate adaptation and resilience

Given the far-reaching increased risks that a warming planet presents, there is an urgency 
required to focus efforts among all parts of the financial system—both financial system 
policy makers and financial institutions—to undertake efforts that can help to truly “unlock” 
the necessary capital—both private and public—that can support investment in adaptation 
and resilience.
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Background  
and introduction
Across the globe, physical climate impacts resulting 
from a warmer planet have become more pronounced 
and damaging in recent years, with grave implications 
for vulnerable people and societies. The four-year period 
from 2015 to 2018 has been confirmed as the hottest on 
record, reflecting exceptional warming, both on land and 
in the ocean, a clear sign of continuing long-term climate 
change associated with record atmospheric concentrations 
of greenhouse gases.14 

But temperatures are only part of the story. Increasingly 
over the past five years, extreme weather triggered or 
exacerbated by climate change affected many countries 
and millions of people, with sometimes devastating reper-
cussions for lives and livelihoods, as well as for economic 
growth and ecosystems. Both acute and chronic impacts 
from a changing climate are already manifesting in finan-
cial and economic losses around the globe, not only in 
emerging economies of the Global South, but also in more 
developed economies in Europe, Asia, and North America.15 
Climate change will transform the conditions under which 
ecosystems, economies, and societies operate, making it 
vital for all to adapt.16 Estimating the resources needed to 
adapt to a changing climate and the global benefits of adap-
tation is challenging. It is also difficult to precisely define 
what is meant by “adaptation” actions, which frequently 
also include steps to increase resilience to environmental 
and social shocks stemming from climate change.17 Given 
the amount of warming that has already been locked in 
by rising greenhouse gas concentrations, addressing 
adaptation needs will require significant financing across 
all countries, regions, and markets. And such financing for 
adaptation and resilience needs to be scaled up quickly. 

Best available estimates are that the annual cost of 
adaptation will be between US$140 billion and US$300 
billion by 2030.18 While understanding the costs and the 
benefits will be vitally important, the magnitude of these 
figures implies that in all circumstances public budgets will 
be insufficient alone to address the financing challenge for 
adaptation, and the full strength of the financial sector is 
needed, inclusive of both public and private finance. What 
is crucial now is to devise and implement practical meas-
ures to help policymakers and financial actors to facilitate, 
accelerate, and augment efforts that can enable this type of 
transformation the financial sector. 

The question of how to scale up financing to address 
climate change is not new. In the context of the climate 
agenda over the last 25 years, significant effort—and 
action—has been taken to develop approaches that can 

“unlock” financial flows with the recognition that addressing 

climate change will cost far more than public budgets alone 
can bear. Efforts to scale up financing have included the 
creation of special climate funds, such as the multilateral 
Global Environment Facility (GEF), Climate Investment 
Funds (CIF), and Green Climate Fund (GCF), as well as 
bilateral, national and local special climate funds, such 
as the Brazilian National Fund on Climate Change, South 
African Green Fund, Bangladesh Climate Change Trust Fund, 
European Regional Development Fund, and New York State 
Green Bank. These approaches effectively and efficiently 
utilize public and long-term capital to unlock private capi-
tal, as is the premise of most blended finance approaches. 
While these efforts, actions, and approaches have resulted 
in a significant shift in capital flowing toward climate-re-
lated investments over the last 25 years, the vast majority 
of investments go towards projects that help mitigate 
climate change (e.g., renewable energy investments).

Nonetheless, the scale of financing that addresses 
climate change continues to pale in comparison to both 
the mitigation and adaptation investment needs. This 
remains true even after the international community came 
together around the Paris Agreement in 2015 to move 
the global economy to a low-carbon and climate-resilient 
future.19 Nearly four years after Paris, international action 
has primarily focused on the low-carbon energy transition 
(mitigation measures), while action on adaptation has been 
slow, despite rising sea levels and warming trends that are 
on pace to exceed 3°C, and possibly 4°C by 2100, bringing 
almost certain catastrophic outcomes.

Accelerating the transition to low- or zero-carbon econ-
omies requires that all markets achieve parity between 
financing the low-carbon transition and addressing phys-
ical risks commensurate with the risks and challenges 
presented by a warming planet. This is not simply an 
accounting issue or an issue of mobilizing finance. It 
also is about understanding and addressing issues in 
the enabling environments in order to make aligning 
the financial system toward these twin goals a reality. 
Without these efforts, achieving a commensurate level of 
ambition will be challenging. 

The GCA is working to address major roadblocks to adap-
tation action, including the failure to incorporate climate 
change risks and opportunities into planning and finan-
cial system governance and the challenge of mobilizing 
financing for adaptation investments. Scaling up financing 
is key to addressing this challenge. This background paper 
seeks to enhance the framing of the financing challenge 
for adaptation and resilience, as a financial “systemic” 
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challenge, focusing on issues related to climate risk in the 
financial system.

This background paper argues that it is time to fully align 
financial markets with the 2015 Paris Agreement and 
to recognize that this applies as much to the financial 
sector—inclusive of financial institutions and financial 
policymakers—as it does to the real sector and, of course, 
populations. 

This paper highlights existing barriers and challenges 
preventing the full integration of climate change risks and 
opportunities within the financial system writ large, includ-
ing for its institutions. A “climate-informed” approach to 
both governing the financial system and investing is a 
necessary condition for achieving all adaptation financing 
goals, including those around mobilization. Underpinning 
this will be a clear and comprehensive approach to climate 
risk management—the consequence of which will allow for 
greater potential for capturing opportunities to build a more 
resilient future society today, one that is more resilient to a 
warming planet.

This paper unpacks the barriers to financing adaptation 
and resilience and explores options and opportunities to 
address them. As one of more than two dozen background 
papers which will lead to “Action Tracks” of the GCA, this 
paper will focus on the challenges within the financial 
system writ large vis-à-vis financing adaptation and resil-
ience investments, recognizing that the financial system is 
comprised of both:

1. Diverse financial actors that supply financing across 
economies, and

2. The financial system governance bodies that guide, 
regulate, and otherwise ensure that the financial 

“system” itself is sound.

As a background paper for the GCA, this paper primar-
ily focuses on elements that need to be understood to 
promote systemic change in the economic and financial 
system to embed risk and resilience into decision making 

as a necessary condition for mobilizing financing at scale 
for climate resilience and adaptation investment. The 
main audiences for this chapter of the GCA paper include 
(i) financial system governance bodies, regulators, and 
other government officials from emerging markets, as well 
as those in OECD and developed economies, and (ii) both 
public and private financial institutions, including banks, 
asset managers, asset owners, and insurance companies. 

Though this paper focuses on the supply of capital for 
adaptation and resilience, equally important is the volume, 
quality, and maturity of the “demand side” necessary for 
financing adaptation and resilience —the pipeline of investi-
ble projects, companies, and financial vehicles—into which 
that capital can flow. Other technical inputs to the GCA’s 
report focus on the challenges and opportunities particular 
to developing high-impact and investible adaptation and 
resilience pipelines of projects in a range of sectors (e.g., 
agriculture, energy, transportation) and cities.

This paper is neither comprehensive of all issues related 
to financing adaptation and resilience, nor does it 
comprehensively showcase the numerous activities and 
initiatives which are currently being undertaken on the 
topic of financing adaptation and resilience. It should be 
noted that “finance” as a topic will also be touched upon 
in many of the other background papers, particularly with 
regard to the challenges and barriers for mobilizing finance 
for specific sectors, such as infrastructure or agriculture, 
and also for cross-cutting issues, such as financing adap-
tation for enabling resilient cities, or cross-cutting issues 
related to the support that international organizations can 
provide and facilitate as a result of their unique role in cata-
lyzing development. As such, this paper does not cover all 
aspects of financing adaptation and resilience. For example, 
this paper does not examine issues that may be present in] 
sources of development finance focused on adaptation or 
climate change efforts, nor does this paper delve deeply 
into financial instruments or mechanisms that can be 
targeted to address or help scale up adaptation investment, 
although some may be touched upon.

Overview of Background Paper
This paper is organized as follows:

 ◼ Chapter 1 of this paper presents an overview of the key financial system constituents, namely financial system 
governance bodies and financial actors that need to consider climate risk and resilience measures.

 ◼ Chapter 2 lays out key considerations for addressing climate risk, including the question of who owns the risk 
and the potential for capital flight, and includes a practical overview of risk management processes that are 
needed to fully integrate climate considerations into investments.

 ◼ Chapter 3 provides an overview of key barriers preventing or limiting finance for adaptation and resilience from 
scaling up, including specifically those focused on the two primary groups of financial system constituents.

 ◼ Chapter 4 briefly reviews some examples of current approaches for increasing adaptation financing, including 
blended finance approaches and insurance-related instruments.

 ◼ Chapter 5 outlines recommendations, along with illustrative actions that the financial system constituents and 
GCA can undertake. While not comprehensive, this paper makes recommendations that point to high-impact and 
high-priority actions that can (i) have systemic impacts, particularly on how financing flows for adaptation and 
resilience investments, and (ii) can facilitate action within the actors of the financial system itself.
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1 Context: The climate 
challenge for the 
financial system 
and its actors

In 2015, the Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney, asserted that climate change 
posed financial risks to all sectors and asset classes, and that a “tragedy of horizons”—
meaning a general short-term and short-sighted focus—afflicted almost all actors within 
the financial system, including the financial actors themselves, the corporates they finance, 
and, importantly, the policymakers charged with managing risks to the financial system itself. 
Carney argued that too many perceived the potential impacts from climate change as an 
issue beyond typical time horizons (e.g., beyond the business cycle, beyond the investment 
cycle, and, indeed, beyond the political cycle). Carney further argued that both the transition 
away from fossil-based energy consumption and the acute and chronic physical impacts 
from climate change would bring about not only isolated losses, but also had the potential 
to pose a systemic threat to the financial system writ large if not managed and mitigated.20

As a financial regulator, Mr. Carney’s message was primarily targeted toward two primary 
constituencies relevant for ensuring financial stability (collectively: “financial system 
constituents”):

 ◼ Financial system governance bodies, including:
 ◻ Policymakers (e.g., ministries of finance, treasuries, parliaments);
 ◻ Rule-makers and standards bodies (e.g., central banks, Bank for International 

Settlements);
 ◻ Oversight and supervisory authorities/bodies (e.g., European Banking Authority, U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission, European Securities and Markets Authority, 
Financial Regulatory Authority).

 ◼ Financial actors and institutions, including:
 ◻ Banks, investors, institutional investors, pension funds and other providers of finance; 
 ◻ Insurance companies and other providers of financial “risk transfer” mechanisms; 

and
 ◻ Rating agencies and other neutral arbiters of credit risk assessment for investors.

These constituents, Mr. Carney argued, needed to fully address the potential risks that 
climate change might bring about, including for their returns and for the stability of the 
financial system as a whole. Mr. Carney’s remit extends to the financial actors the Bank of 
England regulates, although several other financial system constituents will bear risk from 
physical impacts from climate change, including financial institutions and investors which 
are not directly governed by the financial regulatory structures within countries, including 
a growing number of non-regulated financial institutions and providers of capital and other 
entities that engage in informal financing.21 Finally, and importantly, there are clear linkages 
between the real sector economy—through industry, corporations, enterprises, and consum-
ers—and the financial system, which cannot be ignored given the direct manifestation of 
physical climate risks on the real sector.

This paper is primarily focused on the financial system constituents, inclusive of policy-
makers and financial actors. This is in part because of the unprecedented challenge that 
climate change poses to the global economy, and the need to urgently catalyze a funda-
mental shift in both (i) the governance of the financial markets, and (ii) the behaviors 
of the financial actors within the financial system to orient and align all financial flows 
towards more resilient—and sustainable—investment.
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Role of Financial System Governance Bodies
The role of financial system governance bodies is two-fold. First, in terms of pure financial 
stability, financial regulators and others help ensure market efficiency and integrity. Liquidity, 
low costs, the presence of many buyers and sellers, the availability of information, and a lack 
of excessive volatility are examples of the characteristics of an efficient market. Regulators 
and other financial system governance bodies contribute to market integrity by ensuring 
that activities are transparent, contracts can be enforced, and their “rules of the game” 
are enforced.22 Integrity also leads to greater efficiency, particularly in capital allocation. 
Regulation can also address key market failures, such as asymmetric information, princi-
pal-agent problems, and moral hazards which would otherwise reduce market efficiency.

Box 1.1 Financial System Governance – Examples of Action in Practice to Date

The following illustrates four examples of how 
financial system governance bodies have used 
their regulatory and policy levers to orient capital 
toward climate-related investments. Notably, most 
of these are focused on directing capital toward 
mitigation investments: 

Article 173 of the French Law on Energy Transition 
and Green Growth: France’s Article 173, adopted 
in 2016, was the world’s first mandatory climate 
change financial disclosure law. Article 173 applies 
only to publicly traded companies, banks and credit 
providers, asset managers, and institutional inves-
tors. It mandates climate change-related reporting, 
including a provision on physical climate risks, align-
ing with TCFD’s voluntary guidance on climate-re-
lated risk disclosure. The law provides flexibility in 
fulfilling these objectives, however, with a “comply 
or explain” approach; reporting companies must 
comply or are required to provide justification for 
why climate risks are immaterial.

Reserve Bank of India – Green Lending Targets: 
The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) Priority Sector 
Lending Program (PSL) is based on the Banking 
Regulations Act of 1949 and allows RBI to intervene 
in certain circumstances with commercial banks’ 
lending practices. In 2012, RBI included renewable 
energy as a category in the PSL, with a focus on 
off-grid solutions, and in 2015 this was expanded 
to include all renewable energy and social infra-
structure projects (although with caps of US$2.3 
million per corporate borrower, and US$15,600 per 
household borrower). Under the program, banks are 
required to maintain 40 percent of adjusted net bank 
credit or credit-equivalent amount of off-balance 
sheet exposure, whichever is higher, allocated to 
eight PSL categories. 

Bangladesh Green Refinancing and Credit 
Allocation Policies: The central bank of Bangladesh 
has also undertaken an ambitious program for 

“greening” its financial sector. Perhaps the most 
innovative and successful of its policies are the refi-
nancing lines at preferential terms for green loans, 
which today cover more than 47 “green” products, 
services, and investment types. Under this program, 
Bangladesh Bank refunds both commercial banks 
and NBFIs at reduced interest rates (e.g., “preferen-
tial rediscounting”) for loans extended to projects 
and sectors considered green, including solar energy, 
biogas, waste treatment, water, and energy effi-
ciency. Up until June 2016, more than US$33 million 
of investments have benefitted from the program.

California Department of Insurance and Climate-
Related Risk Stress Tests: The California 
Department of Insurance engaged the 2° Investing 
Initiative to conduct a climate-related financial risk 
stress test in 2018. It was the first climate-related 
stress test of its kind in the U.S., with individual 
reports made available to all 672 insurance compa-
nies analyzed. The initial report only assessed tran-
sition risks, but a second report in 2019 assessed 
both transition and physical climate risks. The 
stress tests provide insurers with information on 
how investment plans align with different climate 
scenarios, and which securities are driving the 
climate risk exposure of their investment portfolios, 
all of which will help insurance companies imple-
ment the TCFD recommendations.

Sources: UNEP FI (2018), Reserve Bank of India (2015), Bangladesh Bank (2016), California Department of Insurance (2019)
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Second, there is a long history of financial system governance bodies undertaking and 
regulating efforts that support social goals and public goods, including: identifying priority 
sector lending targets, credit allocations, and other central banking activities such as setting 
guidelines or establishing new instruments. This has been true in most parts of the world 
and includes targeted governance around mortgage financing, agriculture lending programs, 
federally supported flood insurance programs, community (re)investment goals, and afforda-
ble housing. Notably, and as a direct result of targeted initiatives in recent years, some 
financial system governance bodies have new policies which support “greening” of finan-
cial systems (See Box 1.1: Financial System Governance – Examples of Action in Practice 
to Date), although many of these efforts have been focused on mitigation activities such 
as incentivizing investment in low-carbon or renewable energy. The types of interventions 
that financial system governance bodies can apply to financial actors and institutions are 
diverse and can vary by country and regulator, but they can be grouped into a few categories:

 ◼ Prudential regulation: The purpose of prudential regulation is to ensure an institutions’ 
safety and soundness, with a key focus on risk management and risk mitigation. 

 ◼ Disclosure and reporting: Disclosure and reporting requirements are meant to ensure 
all relevant financial information is accurate and available to the public and regulators so 
well-informed financial decisions can be made. Disclosure is used to protect investors 
and consumers, and it supports market efficiency and integrity.

 ◼ Standards setting: Regulators often prescribe certain standards for products, markets, 
and professional conduct. These are used to help guide financial actors and institutions 
in executing their investments. Developing metrics and definitions for climate-related 
investment is part of standards setting.

 ◼ Fiscal and monetary policy: Monetary policy is the practice of identifying the nature, 
persistence, and magnitude of shocks to the economy, and typically includes setting 
interest rates, and, in some markets, setting maximum or minimum prices, fees, or 
premiums to support, for example, consumer protection or enforcement of usury laws.23 

What is Climate Risk in the Financial System?
The potential for climate change to have extreme consequences across the financial 
system is widely acknowledged, and thanks to the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) and others, there are commonly agreed definitions about the types of 
climate risk (e.g., transition, physical, liability).24

Figure 1: Climate-Related risks and Financial Impacts. 

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)
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At a basic level, the physical impacts from climate change affect the financial system 
through the manifestation of both acute and chronic hazards, including those related to 
temperature, water stress, drought, extreme precipitation, sea level rise, precipitation, flood-
ing, and extreme wind and storms. These risks can result in physical damage to assets (loss 
of asset value) and rising insurance costs, supply chain disruptions, changes in resource/
input prices, production and operation disruptions, and potentially changes in demand for 
products and services, as shown in Figure 1.

These impacts are tangible and easily quantifiable in retrospect, but they are more diffi-
cult to translate into expected future risks. These hazards also translate into risk exposure 
of different types for both the financial system governance bodies and the financial actors 
and institutions in the system.

As an impact on the overall financial system, these hazards can affect both macro-financial 
risks and risks to financial activities, which are primarily undertaken by financial actors (e.g., 
financial institutions, investors) within the financial system.25 As a systemic issue, climate 
risk factors are transverse in the sense that they have effects across different risk catego-
ries that banks and financial institutions face, such as credit risk, liability risk, and opera-
tional risk. Figure 2 illustrates links between climate change and impacts on the financial 
system. Climate change and the related physical hazards can be a threat multiplier to key 
macro-financial risks, including cyclical risks, structural risks, idiosyncratic risks, and 
other systemic risks. The challenge, of course, is that these risks are multifaceted and inter-
dependent and are deeply intertwined with real-economy financing, including financing for 
major sectors, such as energy, agriculture, and transportation, as well as consumer lending, 
housing, and healthcare.26

Figure 2: Climate-Related Risks, Macro-financial Risks, and Risks to Financial Institutions. 

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)
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Linkages Between Financial Actors and the Financial System
The financial system is comprised of an array of discrete actors, each of whom is impacted 
by climate risk and driven by regulatory and policy mandates to different degrees and in 
different ways. They include financial institutions, institutional investors, pension fund 
managers, insurance providers (a financial mechanism for risk transfer), equity investors and 
venture capitalists, micro-finance and consumer financial institutions, and, of course, public 
financial actors such as public banks and multilateral, national, and other development 
finance institutions. By ignoring or underestimating physical risks to assets, or under-
appreciating the future value of investments either positively, in the case of low-carbon 
investments, or negatively, in the case of value impaired by physical changes, many 
financial actors misprice climate risks and opportunities in their investments, strategies, 
and portfolios.27

Box 1.2: Role of Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) in 
Addressing Climate Change
Publicly capitalized development finance institutions have played an outsized 
role over the last two decades in the area of climate change, promoting many 
approaches that address barriers to scaling up climate-related investments, 
including: developing harmonized metrics and standards for mitigation invest-
ment, piloting and scaling up innovative financial mechanisms such as blended 
finance that enable risk sharing and crowding-in of private capital into climate-
smart investments, and (currently) developing the tools necessary to integrate 
climate considerations into risk management approaches, such as climate risk 
rating systems. Furthermore, many of these institutions (e.g., IDB) work directly 
with emerging market/developing country financial sector policymakers and 
regulators to help build capacity with central banks, finance ministries, and 
others on topics related to climate change. 

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)

The TCFD 2018 Status Report28 organized the financial sector into four major industries, 
largely based on activities performed: banks (lending), insurance companies (underwrit-
ing), asset managers and asset owners, which include public and private-sector pension 
plans, endowments, and foundations (investing). In addition, publicly directed financial 
mechanisms, such as public sector infrastructure banks, agriculture banks, and export credit 
agencies, and publicly capitalized development finance institutions—including multilateral, 
bilateral, regional and national development banks—play a significant role in the financial 
sector, in particular in emerging markets. Many of these publicly directed finance institutions 
play a key role in bridging and (increasingly) blending public and private capital to catalyze 
development that the markets do not automatically finance on their own (see Box 1.2: Role of 
Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) in Addressing Climate Change).

Importantly not all financial actors are directly governed by financial system governance 
bodies, although they all can bear and convey risks to the financial system through their 
linkages with other institutions, the real sector, and consumers. Some of these actors are 
directly influenced and governed by financial system governance bodies (e.g., central banks, 
finance ministries, standards institutions), others are driven by public policy mandates, 
including development objectives (e.g., development banks), and others are less directly 
guided by either financial system governance or public policy mandates (e.g., venture capital, 
impact investors, some equity investors). These actors have diverse institutional structures, 
investment priorities, risk/return thresholds, and decision-making processes, and the drivers 
of financial decision-making within them are varied. Whether directly influenced by financial 
system governance bodies or not, each type of financial actor will experience climate risks, 
including physical, transition, and potentially some liability risks.

For the financial actors and institutions within the financial system, climate impacts are not 
always clear or direct. Physical climate risk is (i) an institutional challenge, (ii) a market chal-
lenge, and (iii) a systemic challenge. On the risk side, physical climate risk has the potential 
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to directly affect investments an institution makes or exposure in its portfolio. Both acute 
and chronic physical risks can pose significant potential financial challenges to a financial 
actor’s long-term—and likely short- to medium-term—returns, and can impact a financial 
institutions’ portfolio of investments and operations in a number of ways (see Figure 3: 
Climate-Related Risks, Opportunities, and Financial Impact). Of course, opportunities also 
exist, including access to new markets, opportunities to employ new technologies or to 
improve efficiencies, and opportunities to build in physical resilience measures and meas-
ures to reduce vulnerabilities to physical impacts that may have a direct relationship with 
revenues or costs and, ultimately, overall profitability. 

Figure 3: Climate-Related Risks, Opportunities, and Financial Impact.

Source: “Final Report: Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures.” Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (2017)

Ongoing Work Integrating Climate Considerations 
into the Financial System
On the positive side, research that supports integrating climate considerations in the 
financial system has increased in volume and sophistication in recent years.29 While there 
has been a number of efforts in the last decade that highlight the economic and financial 
costs of climate change, recent efforts have taken this concept further to focus on the real-
world consequences to the financial sector, driven by a clear recognition that climate risk 
has the potential to be both a serious and potentially material threat and destabilizing for 
the financial system and its actors. In some cases, these efforts have focused on specific 
types of financial system governance, such as (i) prudential interventions, (ii) disclosure 
and reporting practices, (iii) standards setting, and, more recently, (iv) fiscal and monetary 
policy (See Box 1.3: Elements of Financial Governance Relevant for Financing Adaptation 
and Resilience).

That said, almost all the efforts and initiatives to integrate climate considerations into 
the financial system have a disproportionate weight and focus on issues related to the 
low-carbon transition, including carbon pricing and accelerating other mitigation activities. 
Few have a deliberate and dedicated focus on issues arising from the expected—and now 
locked in—physical impacts from climate change and the ramifications of those impacts 
to the broader financial system.

This section highlights several key initiatives that explore approaches for integrating climate 
considerations into financial system governance, and where adaptation and resilience to 
physical impacts from climate change are covered, including initiatives around (i) disclosure 
and reporting, and (ii) metrics and standards. Box 1.4: Influencing Global Stock Exchanges 
to Accelerate Climate Risk Management and Disclosure illustrates how these initiatives can 
have an outsize impact on the financial system.
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Box 1.3: Elements of Financial Governance Relevant for Addressing 
Climate Risk and Financing Adaptation and Resilience
Integrating climate considerations into the main elements of financial govern-
ance (e.g., prudential, disclosure, standards/metrics, and monetary policy) 
can help transform the financial system in ways that catalyze financing for 
adaptation and resilience. It is important to note that countries vary in their 
approaches to financial governance, with some having clear and delineated 
agency roles and functions for prudential regulation, monetary policy, securities 
regulations, consumer protections and tax and budgetary policies. Nonetheless, 
each of these functions can be important to address climate risks through 
better assessment and management, and also through the development of 
financial policies which incentivize sustainable, climate-resilient investment.

Prudential regulation typically focuses on banking regulation, whereas securi-
ties regulation generally focuses on disclosure. Financial stability and taxpayer 
protection are central to banking because of taxpayer exposure and the poten-
tial for contagion when firms fail, but these are not primary goals of securities 
markets, in part because investors have little recourse in the event of losses 
and failures. Most securities regulations are not in place to prevent failures, but 
rather to ensure proper, clear, and relevant information is disclosed to inves-
tors. Monetary policy is the practice of identifying the nature, persistence and 
magnitude of shocks to the economy, achieve price stability, and help manage 
economic fluctuations. Standards and metrics are important across all of these 
aspects of financial regulation.

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)

Broad Focus on Financial System Governance
Network of Central Banks and Regulators for Greening the Financial System: In December 
2017, eight central banks and supervisors established the Network of Central Banks and 
Supervisors for Greening the Financial System (NGFS), which now includes 34 members 
from around the world and six multinational organizations as observers. The NGFS consid-
ers climate risks as material, system-wide, and possibly destabilizing for the financial 
system, and it regards climate risks as falling within the supervisory and financial stability 
mandates of central banks and financial supervisors. The NGFS also is increasingly focusing 
on the preeminent risks created by physical climate risk, which is given equal if not greater 
attention in its first comprehensive report than transition risk. The NGFS is organized around 
three workstreams:

 ◼ Workstream 1 (Micro-prudential and supervisory workstream): reviewing practices for 
integrating climate risks into micro-prudential supervision, including climate information 
disclosure by banks and asset managers, as well as analyzing the risk differential that 
could exist between “green” and “brown” assets. 

 ◼ Workstream 2 (Macro-financial workstream): assessing how climate change and the 
transition to a low-carbon economy affects the macroeconomy and financial stability, as 
well as identifying good practices and knowledge gaps in these areas. 

 ◼ Workstream 3 (“Scaling up green finance” workstream): outlining the role that central 
banks and supervisors could play in promoting the scaling up of green finance by green-
ing the activities of central banks and supervisors, understanding and monitoring the 
market dynamics of green finance, and serving as catalyst for greening the financial 
system. 

As part of the work of the NGFS, some members—The Bank of England, De Nederlandsche 
Bank, and Banque de France—are currently conducting assessments of climate risks for 
financial institutions, which an initial NGFS progress report from fall 2018 documented.30

The NGFS issued its first comprehensive report in April 2019, presenting six recommenda-
tions as non-binding best practices for central banks, regulators, policymakers and financial 
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institutions to better manage climate-related risks and support the financial sector’s role in 
achieving the Paris Agreement goals:31

1. Integrating climate-related risks into financial stability monitoring and micro-supervision
2. Integrating sustainability factors into own-portfolio management
3. Bridging the data gaps
4. Building awareness and intellectual capacity and encouraging technical assistance and 

knowledge sharing
5. Achieving robust and internationally consistent climate and environment-related 

disclosure
6. Supporting the development of a taxonomy of economic activities

These recommendations emphasize practical steps for improved prudential and regulatory 
risk management, including knowledge sharing, improved data and disclosure, and improved 
harmonization of terminology and methodologies. In this report, the NGFS notes that it plans 
to issue a handbook on climate and environment-related risk management for supervisory 
authorities and financial institutions, voluntary guidelines on scenario-based risk analy-
sis, and best practices for incorporating sustainability criteria into central banks’ portfolio 
management.32

Box 1.4: Influencing Global Stock Exchanges to Accelerate Climate 
Risk Management and Disclosure
In 2016, the 16 largest stock exchanges, comprising the “One Trillion Club” 
(each with US$1 trillion or greater in aggregate capitalization), accounted for 
87 percent of global market capitalization, implying that global capital stocks 
are heavily concentrated in a small number of countries and cities serving 
as financial centers. Among the largest stock exchanges are key developing 
country markets, such as the Shanghai and Bombay stock exchanges. These 
exchanges in turn have an outsized impact on global financial activity. Groups 
such as the G20’s FSB, which includes 25 jurisdictions, and the NGFS, which 
has 30 members, are important focal points for coordination and consensus 
among highly influential financial system governance bodies on key actions 
that can lead to greater disclosure around climate risks and opportunities. 
There is a strong rationale for these focal points to promote mandatory physical 
climate risk management and disclosure among equities in those markets, thus 
enabling greater alignment and transition of global capital toward adaptation 
and resilience investments.

Source: “$1 Trillion Club”, Stock Market Clock website

Focus on Disclosure and Reporting
Among the issues that Mr. Carney highlighted was the need for more timely and relevant 
information about the risks and costs of climate change. Fundamentally, Mr. Carney’s asser-
tion was that the right type of information, risk management and price signals can result 
in better capital allocation, both by businesses and investors, and better alignment of 
finance that is more sustainable in the long term.

The TCFD was established by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2015 and chaired by 
Michael Bloomberg as an industry-driven task force. In 2017, TCFD issued its guidance 
for voluntary disclosures by corporates and financial institutions on climate-related finan-
cial risks, focusing on four key elements of disclosure: (i) governance, (ii) strategy, (iii) 
risk management, and (iv) metrics and targets.33 TCFD’s work was groundbreaking in two 
ways: It focused on solving the information asymmetry barrier for investors by providing 
a voluntary disclosure framework on climate risk in terms that are relevant for investment 
decision-making, and the voluntary disclosure framework it developed was industry-driven. 
Although voluntary, the framework had public support from more than 500 organizations 
less than two years after its publication.
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Focus on Metrics and Standards
Without sufficient, reliable, and comparable physical climate-related information from inves-
tee companies, the financial sector cannot efficiently direct capital to investments that drive 
solutions to the physical climate crises and cannot effectively identify and manage the risks 
to investments that will arise from those crises.34 As noted in Box 1.5, developing metrics and 
standards also involves having a clear understanding of the “effectiveness” of those interven-
tions, not simply whether and how to count interventions as adaptation or resilience finance. 
Several initiatives related to metrics and standards link with the work of financial system 
governance bodies, which are exploring ways to develop coherent and consistent definitions, 
standards and metrics. Development finance institutions are also deeply engaged in efforts 
to create common metrics and standards, in part because of the common interest by these 
stakeholders to promote sustainability.

Box 1.5: Developing Metrics and Standards Rests on Understanding 
Effectiveness of Adaptation (Finance)
Deciding what is effective adaptation relies on first defining what the long-term 
objectives of adaptation activities are, and then assessing to what extent the 
objectives have been reached. Much of the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of 
adaptation focuses on whether or not activities have been completed or funds 
successfully dispersed. There is very little evidence as yet on whether or not 
adaptation activities have been effective in preparing households, communities, 
and governments for an uncertain climatic future and maintaining or sustaining 
development. The focus of adaptation efforts, and what is therefore effective 
adaptation, will vary widely depending on the socio-economic context of the 
party in question. Ongoing work around developing metrics for adaptation 
focus on the process of adaptation or the outcomes at different points in time. 
Measuring the “effectiveness” of adaptation often depends on measuring the 
potential for reducing vulnerability to climate shocks (and thus increasing the 

“adaptive capacity”) of households, communities, and countries. The approach 
taken to measure overall progress, therefore, needs to be flexible enough to 
take account of these very different contexts.

Source: Reviewing the Adequacy and Effectiveness of Adaptation and Support, 
International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), 2017

European Commission Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance: In 2018, the 
European Commission (EC) set up a Technical expert group (TEG) on sustainable finance to 
assist it in developing, in line with the EC’s Action Plan on Sustainable Finance, (i) an EU clas-
sification system—the so-called taxonomy—to determine whether an economic activity is 
environmentally sustainable; (ii) an EU Green Bond Standard; (iii) benchmarks for low-carbon 
investment strategies; and (iv) guidance to improve corporate disclosure of climate-related 
information. The TEG is producing a taxonomy to, inter alia: 

 ◼ Address and avoid further market fragmentation and barriers to cross-border capital 
flows, as currently some member states apply different taxonomies; 

 ◼ Provide all market participants and consumers with a common understanding and a 
common language of which economic activities can unambiguously be considered envi-
ronmentally sustainable/green;

 ◼ Provide appropriate signals and more certainty to economic actors by creating a 
common understanding and a single system of classification while avoiding market 
fragmentation; 

 ◼ Protect private investors by mitigating risks of green-washing (i.e. preventing marketing 
from being used to promote the perception that an organization’s products, aims, or poli-
cies are environmentally friendly when they are, in fact, not); and

 ◼ Provide the basis for further policy action in the area of sustainable finance, including 
standards, labels, and any potential changes to prudential rules.
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The EU TEG’s approach to adaptation recognizes the context and location specificity of 
adaptation, and further notes that an adaptation activity can target an asset or an entire 
system. It utilizes a process-based approach to first assess the negative economic effects 
of climate change, then to demonstrate how the proposed economic activity or intervention 
will address these negative effects. It relies on four principles to assess potential adaptive 
contribution:

 ◼ Economic activity that contributes to adaptation to climate change addresses material 
physical climate risks;

 ◼ Economic activity that contributes to adaptation should avoid maladaptation;
 ◼ Economic activity that contributes to adaptation has a monitoring system in place aimed 

at measuring progress toward adaptation results; and
 ◼ Economic activity that contributes to adaptation to climate change is part of a wider 

strategy.35

MDB Adaption and Climate Resilience Working Group: The MDB Adaptation and Climate 
Resilience Working Group is a sub-group of the joint MDB Working Group on Climate Finance 
Tracking. The joint MDB Working Group on Climate Finance Tracking is committed to work-
ing toward short- and long-term goals related to climate finance metrics in light of the Paris 
Agreement, and has tracked progress toward scaled-up climate change mitigation and 
financing adaptation and resilience in the portfolios of each of its member institutions since 
2012.36

The priorities of the Adaptation and Climate Resilience Working Group for the period 2017-
2019 are to:37

 ◼ Strengthen tracking of financing adaptation and resilience at MDBs and members of 
the International Development Finance Club (IDFC) and harmonize the application of 
the methodology based on the Common Principles for Adaptation Finance Tracking38 to 
ensure estimations for tracking financing adaptation and resilience are fully compara-
ble, particularly for co-financed projects;

 ◼ Engage with lead institutions to provide strategic and technical inputs to the interna-
tional dialogue on scaling up financing adaptation and resilience, including, among 
others, the Standing Committee on Finance of the UNFCCC, the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO);

 ◼ Develop adaptation outcome metrics to capture the effects of activities with climate-re-
silient development objectives.

In line with these priorities, the Adaptation and Climate Resilience Working Group provides a 
platform for regular exchange between MDBs and IDFC members (e.g., to discuss case stud-
ies in challenging sectors). In 2018, the Adaptation and Climate Resilience Working Group 
published a paper on the “Lessons Learned from Three Years of Implementing the MDB-IDFC 
Common Principles for Climate Change Adaptation Financing,”39 which was jointly presented 
at the 24th Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (COP24). The Adaptation and Climate Resilience Working Group is currently working 
on a joint MDB-IDFC document on principles and elements of a climate resilience framework, 
as well as an analysis of reported adaptation shares in projects jointly financed by MDBs 
and/or IDFC members.

These and other initiatives are vitally important to chip away at specific barriers (e.g., defini-
tions and metrics, disclosure) endemic to the challenge of transforming the financial system 
and aligning capital toward sustainable and climate-resilient investment, and yet they remain 
insufficient to fully unlock or re-orient the power of finance around the challenge of climate 
change. What has garnered less attention is the topic of climate risk management, and in 
particular how addressing climate risk can both limit exposure of the financial system and 
its actors and, importantly, highlight clear opportunities to invest in adaptation and resilience 
or make resilient investments.

The next section provides a brief overview of the topic of climate risk in the financial system, 
with an emphasis on how physical climate risk presents challenges for the financial system 
governance bodies and its financial actors, as well as a general synopsis of climate risk 
management processes.
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2 Considerations of 
climate risks in the 
financial sector

Physical climate risk is inherent to all investments and financial asset classes. Understanding 
and internalizing that risk into financial decision-making is essential for both reducing expo-
sure to investments from climate change and identifying opportunities to invest in resilience. 
This section reviews three key issues for financial system governance bodies and financial 
actors that arise from insufficient attention to the risks posed by physical impacts from 
climate change, including:

 ◼ Potential for shifts in capital from communities, markets, and sectors; 
 ◼ Greater pressure on public budgets; and 
 ◼ The urgent need for the financial system constituents to employ climate risk manage-

ment practices.

Climate Risk: A Potential for Capital Flight from 
Where it Is Most Needed
In addition to identifying opportunities to scale up and invest in climate resilient and resil-
ience opportunities, proper recognition of the financial risks from climate change has the 
potential to influence capital flows, both in terms of capital shifts—or in some cases capital 
flight—from areas where such investment is most needed, and for identifying and scaling up 
opportunities to invest in resilience. 

Understanding the linkages between physical climate change and financial risk—which to 
date have not been well understood in terms of their direct and indirect impacts on finance, 
returns, and value—is an essential first step to understanding specific risks to financial 
actors, as well as larger financial system risks. Understanding these linkages can allow for 
finance to more efficiently price in these risks, and potentially incentivize both positive, more 

“resilient” investments that enhance climate-robustness, and “investments in resilience” that 
bring new solutions to market.40 Ideally, a wider scale and more common understanding of 
physical climate risks will result in better pricing signals—not only from ratings agencies 
and insurance providers, but also in the supply of finance from banks, investors, and others. 
One challenge, however, is that physical climate risk assessment is contextual and specific 
to location and physical hazards, and thus integrating such measures of risk will require 
assessments relevant for the types of investments being made, including varying instru-
ments (e.g., debt, equity, risk-transfer/sharing arrangements).

Unfortunately, a better understanding of such risks can also lead to financial “flight” 
from some types of investments, particularly of private capital. This could be important 
for investments in highly vulnerable communities and countries when the markets come 
to perceive them as too risky. This is of concern for development finance and economic 
development institutions, which have a primary mandate to accelerate development and, in 
many cases, catalyze private investment to reduce poverty, increase prosperity, and create 
jobs and economic growth. 

The risk of capital flight is likely to vary not only due to certain locations which may be more 
or less vulnerable to climate-related hazards (both acute and chronic), but also depending 
on the type of investment and investors. For example, for some listed equities, the pres-
ence of climate risk may have little impact on their capacity to invest or (in the short term) 
attract capital. The availability of finance for listed equities and corporations once physical 
climate-related risks are fully priced in to asset valuations in the marketplace could vary by 
sector and market, may or may not be sudden, and could very well be quite negligible in the 
short term. In some cases, private capital may not flee, but rather will require greater returns 
(which could be attractive to some investors), and if capital flight occurs, it is likely that there 
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will be shifts or reallocations within asset classes and markets from climate-vulnerable to 
climate-resilient assets41 before there is a full retreat of those types of capital. In other cases, 
private capital may internalize climate risks into pricing for the short term, with an implicit 
objective of focusing on short-term returns.42 Furthermore, integrating climate risks into pric-
ing assumes transparent information around climate risks is available. In some cases, this 
can have the positive benefit of reducing the volatility of asset prices.43 

Nevertheless, capital flight remains a serious potential risk for sectors and communi-
ties with high exposure to the impacts of climate change. Developing countries, many 
of which are already vulnerable due to poor infrastructure, poor economic systems, and 
poor governance, are at particular risk. Capital flight from those communities and coun-
tries influenced by climate risk has the potential to have not only major economic conse-
quences but can also contribute to destabilization and migration. 

These circumstances have the potential to put additional pressure on public balance sheets, 
including local governments and developing countries. Even in the best of circumstances, 
public balance sheets alone cannot bear all costs of climate risk (or all cost of transitioning 
to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy), yet implicit assumptions that the public balance 
sheet will serve as a backstop leads to a lack of action by many stakeholders that can lead 
to market distortions and inadequate risk management. 

Policy-level responses at all levels of government—and for the financial system govern-
ance bodies—should consider the potential for shifts in capital flows away from vulnerable 
communities and countries.

The issues of capital flight may become a major concern for financial actors that have 
a public or policy mandate, including development finance institutions and multi-lateral, 
bi-lateral, and national development banks, and, of course, domestic financing institu-
tions in many countries (e.g., green banks, agriculture banks). These institutions have a 
dual mandate to promote economic development in domestic and/or international emerging 
markets, but more importantly, they have played an outsized role in routinely using their 
balance sheets to leverage and “crowd in” private capital in countries and communities 
that are perceived risky by private finance. As these physical climate risks become clearer, 
these institutions may need to leverage their balance sheets more to incentivize or “cata-
lyze” private investment, placing more pressure on their own credit ratings and eventually on 
public budgets that are already stretched thin in some countries. Even where markets natu-
rally form to provide resilience benefits, concessional support in financial markets may be 
justified from a policy standpoint to better align the private benefits of adaptation investment 
with their contribution to the public good.

Box 2.1: Understanding physical risks for profit
A better understanding of physical risks will also unveil new business models, 
opportunities for profitable investment, and approaches to safeguard and 
advance human development and economic growth. For example, improving 
climate risk data and transparency could allow a wider range of risk mitigation 
options, including insurance and other financial mechanisms, which can help 
highly exposed communities and countries attract needed investment capital 
from both the private and public sectors. As discussed in Chapter 4, new adap-
tation-oriented financial products and tools, drawing on innovation and best 
practices in governance and markets, are being developed and can be powerful 
engines to advance efforts to accelerate the transformation to a sustainable, 
climate-resilient financial system.

Finally, the uncertainty about the timing of mitigation efforts, and the imperfect understand-
ing of whether those mitigation efforts can deliver temperature outcomes, suggests that we 
may also be underestimating the tail risks of the distribution of climate-related impacts to 
the financial system as a whole. Fat tail climate events could not only significantly damage 
growth and welfare in some sectors or communities, but could also upend whole economies. 
In this scenario, economic and financial mechanisms—such as the financial institutions we 
currently depend upon to catalyze positive, climate-smart investment—will find themselves 
facing abrupt adjustments which could be severely financially disruptive.44
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Who Owns the Risk?
It is relatively easy for all actors in the system—policymakers, financial institutions, investors, 
and others—to point to another constituency as the one primarily responsible for addressing 
or managing climate risks, or conversely for scaling up investment in adaptation and resil-
ience. The issue of who “owns” the risk is important, and it is inextricably linked to finance for 
adaptation. This is because:

 ◼ The expected costs for adaptation and resilience investment far outweigh public balance 
sheets; 

 ◼ Private capital of all types will need to be leveraged and directed toward adaptation and 
resilience; and 

 ◼ Leveraging public balance sheets requires sharing risks. 

At the moment, there is a widespread assumption (implicit, but sometimes explicit) that 
governments and public balance sheets will be the ultimate bearers of these risks. Yet, it 
is highly likely that physical impacts from climate change will involve risk of losses by a 
number of stakeholders, including not only vulnerable communities and countries, but also 
financial actors and private investors of all types across a range of asset classes. In this 
sense, every financial actor “owns” climate risk directly and, in many cases, indirectly. 
Yet few are proactively addressing these risks, even for their own investments. 

One illustration of this comes from the development finance community, which has been 
focused on promoting and accelerating climate-smart investments for several decades, yet 
continues to have limited ex-ante active climate risk management for new investments. Few 
DFIs (if any) have undertaken extensive climate risk stress testing for physical risks of their 
portfolio. In most cases, DFIs employ little or no explicit incentives for recipient countries 
or projects to employ good climate risk management practices, undertake adaptation or 
resilience investment, or even adopt a “building back better” approach by recipient countries 
after disasters. There have been some innovative financing approaches, such as parametric 
insurance mechanisms (e.g., CCRIF, ARC) that have attempted to focus developing countries 
on this issue by providing insurance-based approaches to address certain risks (Chapter 4). 
At the moment, however, many developing countries operate on the assumption that, ulti-
mately, disasters brought about by climate change will be addressed through aid provided 
post-disaster. 
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Box 2.2: Disaster Risk Management Alone is an Insufficient (and 
costly) Solution to Finance Adaptation and Resilience
Addressing the physical impacts from climate change solely as part of disaster 
risk management funding will not be sufficient to fully address adaptation and 
resilience needs or investments. Disaster risk reduction and management strat-
egies tend to focus on funding the recovery from the impacts from acute and 
severe events, while addressing adaptation involves not only reducing vulner-
ability to shocks (e.g., acute events), but also stresses (e.g., chronic events). 
For many financial system governance bodies, fiscal funding directly related 
to disaster risk management and reduction is one of the few sources for fund-
ing adaptation and resilience investments. Using disaster risk management as 
the sole approach to address adaptation and resilience, however, will likely lead 
to more “costly” adaptive measures and investments by the government. For 
example, in 2016 a small community in Louisiana of 12 homes on the Isle de 
Jean Charles, received a first-of-its-kind “climate resilience” grant (from federal 
tax dollars) of US$48 million to move its entire community because of risks 
posed by climate change. While the funding was an important contribution by 
the federal government toward that community’s resilience options, the cost-
per-household to the government was significant. In Alaska, an Iñupiat village 
of about 600 people in 2016 voted to relocate from a barrier island disappearing 
due to erosion and flooding. After spending US$27 million on coastal protection 
measures, the town estimated it needed US$180 million for relocation. An esti-
mated 31 villages similarly face “imminent threat of destruction,” according to 
the Arctic Council. 

Source: “Resettling the First American Climate Refugees,” New York Times, 2016, and 
“Reeling from Effects of Climate Change, Alaskan Village Votes to Relocate,” NY Times, 
2016.

Notwithstanding the potential for direct losses, the absence of any financial actor 
taking ownership of climate risk they are directly (or indirectly) exposed to reinforces 
the perception and implicit assumption that the back-stop for these risks are govern-
ments and the public balance sheet. This ultimately reinforces the perception that climate 
risk is “owned” or borne by public balance sheets (including international aid), especially as 
governments are typically the only source of funding for disaster risk relief and management 
(See Box 2.2: Disaster Risk Management as an Insufficient (and costly) Solution to Finance 
Adaptation and Resilience for further details). This may be true in some circumstances but 
doesn’t have to be true in all circumstances.45

What is likely true is that, in the absence of proactive action to address climate risks, the 
costs of adaptation and resilience will increase over time for all financial system constitu-
ents. Financial system governance bodies and governments are likely to require the expan-
sion of safety net programs for the poor and most vulnerable, putting additional pressure on 
public funding and potentially requiring governments to allocate additional capital to support 
these affected communities. 

It is in the interests of both financial system governance bodies and financial actors to 
address climate risks collectively, yet there is nothing currently in the financial system which 
explicitly incentivizes good climate risk management, either by fully pricing in climate risks 
or by providing policy directives that require information disclosure or support investment 
in resilience/resilient investments. As a result, public budgets are likely to be under greater 
stress to assume the costs of climate risks, even though they may not be sufficiently able 
to absorb those costs. The challenge is to ensure that everyone—financial system govern-
ance bodies and financial actors—is incentivized in the right ways to undertake action now, 
versus waiting until climate risk fully manifests in unsustainable ways.46 
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Climate Risk Management Considerations
Climate risk management practices which enable financial system governance bodies and 
financial actors to fully identify, quantify, assess, and manage climate risks (both physical 
and transition) are not yet widely employed by policymakers, financial actors or corporates, 
business or communities. Of the actions and initiatives to date to address climate risk, far 
more effort has been made around issues related to metrics and standards and disclosure, 
as well as efforts to address or invest in mitigation efforts. Yet far more needs to be done 
to employ risk management approaches for physical climate risks. Integrating climate risk 
management perspectives into all parts of the financial system will be a necessary compo-
nent to fully aligning the financial system toward the Paris Agreement goals. As the financial 
sector improves its management of physical climate risk, these risk management practices 
will spill over into the rest of the economy.

However, assessing physical climate risks can be complicated. Physical climate risks typi-
cally have three characteristics which make the assessment of climate risk challenging:

 ◼ They are linked to specific hazards—or a combination of hazards—which are present at 
the physical location of an asset, project, operations or supply chain(s); 

 ◼ The various financial impacts of “hazards” that a project may encounter related to a 
changing climate depend on the circumstance of the project client, including its own 
financial health, its ability to withstand financial impacts from business interruption, and 
other factors; and

 ◼ Anticipating the timeframe that physical climate risks may become material is a function 
of evolving probabilities that those impacts will occur.47

Importantly, for both transition and physical risk, understanding how these risks impact 
investment requires understanding the risks across a number of different time horizons, 
including (i) the time frame of an asset life, and (ii) the timeframe of the financial exposure, 
all of which are compounded when there remains a general lack of understanding of climate 
change and its associated risks. 

Assessing and Managing Climate Risks: Decision Making under Uncertainty?
Significant work has been undertaken by economists around the topic of decision-making 
under uncertainty as it relates to the topic of climate change. Early research on this topic 
acknowledged that projections and timing of future climate conditions were “uncertain” due 
to the inability to precisely predict the factors that will drive future greenhouse gas emission 
levels and their corresponding effects on the climate system, societies, and economies, 
sometimes referred to as the “cascade of uncertainty” (see Figure 4: Cascade and Envelope 
of Physical Climate Risk Uncertainty).48 Furthermore, climate and economic models and 
conventional risk management tools may not fully capture extreme, “fat tail” scenarios 
entailing geophysical or economic tipping points and feedback effects.49 Many researchers 
call this “deep uncertainty”50 in an effort to distinguish from common risks that are routinely 
considered in the context of investment decision making. Given the already observable 
impacts of a warmer planet, uncertainty about future climate conditions or impacts should 
not block action, as new approaches—particularly for infrastructure investors—are available 
to characterize and address this uncertainty, including through robust decision-making 
processes (RDM), probabilistic risk management, real option analysis, and adaptation path-
ways that are appropriate for adaptive design in the face of uncertainty.51,52
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Figure 4: Cascade and Envelope of Physical Climate Risk Uncertainty. 

Source: R.L. Wilby and S. Dessai (2010)

Investors and banks deal with uncertainty all the time, and given the already observable 
impacts, climate change risks are far more certain—due to their basis in physics—than many 
other market risks.53 What is uncertain is the timing and severity of and vulnerability to those 
impacts. Identifying and evaluating risks is one of the core competencies of the financial 
system, whether lending to consumers, businesses, or even countries on the basis of cred-
itworthiness; providing working capital to start-ups on the basis of business viability (and 
possibly collateral); or investing (for example) in infrastructure.54 For example, financiers 
of infrastructure projects (including commercial banks, infrastructure investors, and DFIs) 
routinely assess key project and commercial risks, such as commercial viability, completion 
risks, environmental risks, operating risks, revenue risks, input supply risks, and contracting 
risks (e.g., mismatch, sponsor risk) as part of their investment process.55 Climate change 
can impact any of these risks in a number of ways, and such impacts can be measured in 
terms of overall financial value at risk for the project. Viewing climate risks as an integral 
part of the overall financial assessment for investments in infrastructure has the potential 
to enhance not only the physical resilience of infrastructure but also the financial resilience 
of the investment or project. Climate risk and disaster risk management, for example, are 
already being fully integrated to address acute physical climate impacts at development 
finance institutions such as IDB56 and the World Bank.57

Integrating Climate into Risk Management Process and Practices
Integrating climate risks into financial decision-making has several interlocking components. 
The TCFD and other efforts have focused on disclosure to address the information asymme-
try between investors and investees.58 Robust requirements, detailed guidelines, and harmo-
nized best practices for disclosure are all vital to giving investors comparable, material, deci-
sion-relevant information. Climate risk disclosure, however, is necessary but not sufficient to 
ensure full integration of climate risks. First, pro forma or heterogenous disclosures may not 
overcome information barriers that investors face alone. Second, good climate risk manage-
ment is a necessary condition for good disclosure, which provides information for investors 
and financial system governance bodies to make well-informed decisions, whether on the 
policy level or at the transaction level (and all the layers of the system in between). That is to 
say, without strong risk management, disclosure will necessarily be weak and incomplete.59
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Figure 5: Strategies for Risk Management

Source: Adapted from the TCFD Recommendations Report (2017) by Climate Finance Advisors

For most risks assessed by financial actors, the risk management process includes three 
phases:

 ◼ Identify and assess risks: At the asset level, this process typically involves (i) the iden-
tification of climate hazards that may be present (identification), and (ii) the potential 

“vulnerability” of the assets. Fundamentally this involves an attempt to understand how 
those hazards may impact operations, performance, supply chains, markets, or other 
aspects that might impact the value of an investment. Key to identification and assess-
ment of climate risks is understanding meaningful time horizons that are relevant for risk 
management purposes. This is not simply understanding time horizons for climate-re-
lated hazards to manifest (in either chronic or acute ways, both directly and indirectly), 
but also the period of investment exposure and the asset life. Also vital for risk identifica-
tion and assessment is scenario analysis that takes into account various realistic poten-
tial futures based upon society’s political-economic responses to climate change, and 
the efficacy of those responses (see Figure 6). Ideally the scenarios examined should 
be harmonized across financial institutions and industries to allow apples-to-apples 
comparisons of risk exposure and vulnerability.60 

 ◼ Quantify risks: Perhaps the most underdeveloped part of climate risk management prac-
tices to date, this part of climate risk management involves identifying and analyzing the 
financial value of those risks in terms of their impacts on returns (e.g., revenues, assets, 
costs), and across time horizons that are meaningful for understanding value at risk for 
the investment. 

 ◼ Manage risks: From the basis of understanding, financial institutions and financial 
system governance bodies can develop a strategy for managing risk, including by 
employing a combination of risk-transfer (e.g., insurance), mitigation, accept, or control 
risks as illustrated in Figure 5: Strategies for Risk Management.
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Figure 6: NGFS Scenario Analysis Framework

Source: NGFS, 2019

Not unlike risk management of other forms of risks (e.g., credit risk, market risk, political 
risk), climate risks need to be assessed at the (i) transaction level, (ii) institution-wide level, 
(iii) market level, and (iv) system level in several important aspects (represented by Figure 6: 
Risk Management Levels):

 ◼ Transaction level: Climate risks need to be assessed at both the investment (pipeline) 
stage and in portfolio management, and they need to be contextual to the investment 
itself, meaning these risks need to be understood and quantified based on the time hori-
zon of the investment period, the exposure and vulnerability the investment may experi-
ence, and the value at risk over the investment and asset life.61

 ◼ Institution level: Climate risks can be aggregated based on an institutions’ portfolio of 
transactions, and evaluations of the overall portfolio’s exposure to climate risks can be 
monitored and managed. When portfolio assessments identify areas or transactions that 
hold the potential for higher-than-acceptable impacts from hazards, undertaking portfo-
lio-level stress tests can be useful to inform and guide strategic management decisions. 

 ◼ Market level: Financial system governing bodies can regularly monitor and assess the 
exposure of certain market segments (e.g., housing, agriculture) to physical impacts 
from climate change, and can ascertain the potential for these market-level impacts to 
affect other parts of the economy and financial system.

 ◼ System level: Climate risks need to be assessed not just for financial institutions in the 
system, but also for their overall economic impact on sectors and markets, cyclical risks, 
and other structural risks.
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Figure 7: Risk Management Levels

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)

Ongoing assessments are required, just as they are for other risks. Climate risk is not static, 
and good risk management practices would employ approaches that monitor these risks on 
an ongoing basis, for time-horizons which are meaningful (short-term, medium-term, and 
long-term).

The next section provides an overview of key barriers preventing or limiting finance for adap-
tation and resilience from scaling up, including specifically those focused on the two primary 
groups of financial system constituents.
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3 Barriers to scaling up 
finance for adaptation 
and resilience by the 
financial system

A dramatic increase in investment in adaptation and resilience is necessary across the 
public and private sectors. Debates over the size of the finance gap for addressing resil-
ience in the context of climate change and the proper scope of the public sector’s respon-
sibilities for adaptation should not obscure the urgent need for increased investment from 
both the public and the private sectors. Many steps can be taken to reorient and reallocate 
both public and private capital flows to adaptation and resilience. 

Investment in adaptation to date has achieved limited success and faced many barri-
ers. Most investment decisions today do not consider climate change threats and risk 
management at the transaction or systemic level. Notwithstanding the gravity of large-scale 
and long-term systemic threats, most investors still treat these risks as temporally remote, 
limited, uncertain, and/or unquantifiable at the level of an individual project or asset, and 
thus discount them. The continued reliance on short time horizons as the basis for financial 
decisions remains a significant contributor to the failure of policymakers, investors, corpora-
tions, and project developers to fully consider and respond to climate risk.62 

Even for policymakers, it is challenging to estimate whether proactively addressing adapta-
tion will be more “costly” (ex-ante) given the number of barriers, including the lack of quan-
tifiable (in financial terms) exposure climate change poses to investments, difficulty fusing 
and interpreting climate data, lack of awareness of the complexity of adaptation, and the 
absence of measures and standards. This results in inefficient allocation of public capital, 
and the existence in many places of policies that directly contradict each other (e.g., incen-
tives for fossil production, incentives for renewables). 

This section catalogs a wide range of barriers that prevent scaling up of financing for adap-
tation and resilience, grouped into five types (see Figure 8: Barriers to Scaling Up Financing 
for Adaptation and Resilience, Separated into Categories): (i) inadequate support for action 
on adaptation/resilient investment, (ii) policy and practice in the financial industry, (iii) 
market barriers, (iv) nascent application of climate risk management practices, and (v) 
low capacity for climate risk management. This taxonomy is meant to facilitate the prior-
itization and grouping of response measures, many of which are addressed in Section 5, 

“Recommendations for GCA Actions.”
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Figure 8: Barriers to Scaling up Financing for Adaptation and Resilience, Separated into 
Categories. 

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)

These barriers are applicable to both financial system governance bodies and financial 
actors and align with the six recommendations in this section, as illustrated in Figure 9: 
Barrier Categories Aligned with Recommendations.
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Figure 9: Barrier Categories Aligned with Recommendations

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)

These barriers exist to a greater or lesser extent among countries, financiers, and the 
wider business community, and their nature is evolving as climate impacts and aware-
ness increase. In some cases, their influence already appears to be declining as impacts 
from a warmer planet become more obvious. These barriers are nevertheless still signifi-
cant obstacles to large-scale deployment of financial resources to address adaptation and 
resilience. Options for addressing these barriers are discussed at the end of this paper.

Barrier Type: Inadequate Support for Action on 
Adaptation/Resilient Investment
Despite widespread recognition of the urgent need for action on climate change by political 
leaders in most countries, as well as from various civil society and private sector actors, 
both the public and private sectors have been reticent to translate this message into a 
call for investment in adaptation and resilience. One manifestation of this is the omission 
of adaptation investment in action pledges and letters to political leaders issued by recent 
coalitions of values-based investors (see Box 3.1: Low Priority of Adaptation and Resilience 
by Climate Change Investor Coalitions and Activists). 

Barrier 1: Insufficient Public Financial Support 
Despite the enormous climate-resilient investment need, progress has been slow, not least 
due to low awareness and prioritization until very recently. As of 2018, only six of the G20 
countries had submitted long-term climate change plans to the UNFCCC,63 and the G20 
only created a climate adaptation working group for the first time in 2018.64 An expansive 
2016 study on the state of climate adaptation in U.S. cities found that “practices are piece-
meal and fail to comprehensively address climate change and its associated uncertainties.  

…[M]uch more work is needed for communities to holistically reduce their vulnerability to 
climate variability, extreme events, and climate change.”65
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Box 3.1: Low Priority of Adaptation and Resilience by Climate 
Change Investor Coalitions and Activists 
Investor activism and demands can drive the behavior of asset managers, 
project developers, corporate executives and boards, and other actors in 
the financial community. However, as recently as last spring, explicit calls 
for investment in adaptation and resilience were not as prevalent or widely 
promoted by investor coalitions demanding action on climate change as their 
calls for greater acceleration of mitigation investments and the need to transi-
tion to a low-carbon economy. Groups such as the Institutional Investors Group 
on Climate Change (IIGCC), representing around US$23.5 trillion in assets under 
management, the Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk and Sustainability, 
representing 163 institutional investors with US$25 trillion in assets under 
management, and the Global Investor Coalition on Climate Change (GIC) each 
have strong platforms around the low- or zero-carbon economic transition but 
give little attention to climate adaptation and resilience. These groups have 
grown and become more active in recent years, often directly applying pres-
sure to policymakers. In June 2018, at least 319 investors with US$28 trillion in 
assets under management called upon the G7 to uphold the Paris Agreement. 

Sources: IIGCC website, Ceres Investor Network website, and GIC website

Development finance for climate change is similarly lagging in the mobilization of resources 
for adaptation. In 2015-2016, only 27 percent of climate finance flows from major OECD 
donors to developing countries targeted adaptation,66 a proportion largely unchanged as of 
2016. Even today, despite aiming to deliver a 50:50 balance, pure adaptation projects repre-
sent only 23 percent of the Green Climate Fund’s project portfolio (compared to 44 percent 
for mitigation and 33 percent for “cross-cutting”).67 And while the GCF has sought to assist 
developing countries with National Adaptation Plans (NAPs) and support for institutional 
capacity and strategic planning frameworks for adaptation investment projects, this work 
has proceeded slowly. To be fair, this slow progress partly reflects the need to establish and 
approve new procedures and financial systems for the management of large amounts of 
donor funds and should become more rapid and efficient over time.68 More broadly, systems 
for tracking adaptation finance are not well developed: In 2018, the UNFCCC Standing 
Committee on Finance recommended improved efforts to track adaptation finance and to 
balance adaptation and mitigation funding flows, though the institutions to execute this 
mandate are weak or absent.69

Public authorities have also neglected to spur private investment by emphasizing oppor-
tunities for lending by mandating quotas and carveouts for adaptation within financial 
institutions. This inaction stands in contrast to proactive efforts by financial authorities to 
promote investment in clean energy. For example, the Reserve Bank of India and Bangladesh 
Bank (both central banks) mandate other banks in those countries to invest in renewable 
energy.70,71 Green and infrastructure banks are a growing phenomenon worldwide, focusing 
heavily on renewable energy and green (low-carbon) infrastructure: the seven-member Green 
Bank Network, for example, since 2015 “connects leaders in clean energy finance”.72 While 
some banks, like the Rhode Island Infrastructure Bank, have a strong resilience orientation73 
and many international donors supported the Bangladesh Climate Change Resilience Fund 
(BCCRF) in the early 2010s,74 there are few dedicated green banking institutions for financing 
adaptation and resilience.

Barrier 2: Insufficient Incentives for Private Finance to Act 
Among financial sector actors, investment in adaptation has been hampered by two discrete 
components of investor inattention: (i) low awareness of the opportunities to invest in adap-
tation and/or low awareness of the impacts of climate change on investment returns, and (ii) 
a lack of commitment to direct resources and financial capital into adaptation and resilience, 
both for the pure business case and as a values issue. Due to the increasing frequency and 
severity of extreme weather events, awareness of the links between climate change and 
natural disasters is increasing.75 However, awareness of financial risks arising from chronic, 
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longer-term climate risks and transition risks surrounding emissions-intensive business 
models remains low. Even where awareness of the risk management imperative is present 
(the need for negative screening or downside risk protection) there has not been a similar 
commitment to “positive” investment as there has been for renewable energy by groups such 
as the RE100,76 for the Sustainable Development Goals by many corporates,77 and for other 
environmental and social priorities by responsible investors and public institutions. National 
and subnational governments with strong credit ratings and the ability to issue general obli-
gation bonds at low cost, and large corporations with long time horizons and balance sheet 
depth, are well situated to consider adaptation investments. Yet the Climate Bonds Initiative 
reported in March 2019 that only 10% of sovereign green bonds and 3% of emerging market 
green bonds go into adaptation and resilience.78

Barrier 3: Moral Hazard Surrounding Physical Climate Risks
Moral hazard results from the perception that risks are reduced in part because of finan-
cial mechanisms such as insurance or government subsidies. In the context of climate 
adaptation, moral hazard has two primary manifestations: (i) the principal/agent problem 
of insurance, and (ii) the expectation that government will rescue those who do not invest 
in their own protection. The principal/agent problem refers to the split incentive issue 
inherent to most forms of insurance: Once insurance has been purchased, the incentive 
to safeguard against hazards within the policy’s scope is weakened. While co-insurance 
and deductibles (i.e., limitations on the transfer of risk) in theory serve to deter poor asset 
stewardship by insured entities, in practice, many insurance holders erroneously presume 
that risk transferred is tantamount to risk mitigated. Some innovative insurance products 
manage to address these issues (such as the RE.bound Program),79 but they have yet to gain 
widespread use (see Section 4 for further discussion).

The presumption of a government backstop in the case of damaging climate impacts is also 
a source of moral hazard. One significant barrier to investment in climate adaptation and 
resilience, not only in OECD countries but also developing countries, is the presumption that 
the government or aid will provide financial support after disasters, such as extreme storms, 
floods, and droughts. Government-subsidized insurance in the United States protecting resi-
dences from flood damage costs80 and farms from crop losses81 are two well-documented 
examples of suboptimal outcomes resulting from moral hazard, in some cases amplified by 
principal/agent problems—those most exposed to the risks have little incentive to address 
them. These conditions make addressing climate risk—even at the transactional level—more 
challenging. Taking the example of crop insurance, experts find that moral hazard, together 
with speculation and unaffordability inherent in the current U.S. marketplace, makes crop 
insurance an impediment to rather than an enabler of risk mitigation and adaptation.82

Barrier Type: Policy and Practice in the Financial 
Industry
Formal legal frameworks, informal industry practices and conventions, and the quasi-official 
voluntary frameworks and standards in between together form an interlocking latticework of 
guidelines that dictate mores, priorities, practices, terminology, and customs applied in prac-
tice. These social and legal structures are also mutually reinforcing, as regulated entities 
inform and influence the decisions of regulators and rule-makers, while financial actors often 
take their cues from policymakers and formal rules even for actions extending beyond the 
letter of the law. At both ends of the spectrum (legal and informal), the guidelines surround-
ing climate risk and resilience in the financial sector have been weakly established and have 
achieved limited adoption into practice.

Barrier 4: Weak Legal/Regulatory Frameworks and Guidance
At the system level, financial regulation on climate disclosure and climate risk management 
has lagged. Even where there is existing regulation, enforcement is often an issue. Financial 
regulators establish the rules and set the agenda for systemic risk management and compli-
ance, but with few exceptions, they have not made adaptation and resilience investment, 
physical climate risk management, or risk disclosure central issues of financial management. 
Financial stability discussions, such as in the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
and among national regulators of major financial economies, have focused heavily on 
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capital reserve and leverage ratios, derivatives trading, size of financial institutions, and 
market cycle-related financial stress tests—but not climate risks as yet. Regulatory efforts 
have been halting and limited in scope or effectively non-binding, though TCFD and NGFS 
document that this is beginning to change.83,84 An example is the 2010 U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) guidance for reporting materiality related to climate change. A 
2018 review of its implementation noted that weak SEC guidance has led to U.S. corporate 
disclosures of climate risks that are often generic and dispersed across various filings.85 
Even France’s Article 173, the world’s first mandatory disclosure law (see Box 1.1: Financial 
System Governance—Examples of Action in Practice to Date), has not radically transformed 
corporate practice. Heralding a step forward, in 2018, the Bank of England’s Prudential 
Regulatory Authority published a consultation paper to begin to shape practices and rules 
around banks’ management and disclosure of climate risk.86 Ratings agencies have by and 
large neglected physical climate risk as a material factor in ratings, though this is chang-
ing. The integration of climate resilience into environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
disclosures and scores—and thence into corporate filings—is in its early stages, though as 
investor demand for ESG information continues to rise, increasing numbers of companies 
are responding even if regulations are still patchy.

Barrier 5: Lack of Meaningful Disclosure of Climate Risks
Companies and other investees are inadequately disclosing the risks they face, both due to 
information asymmetry and corporate and investor neglect. The lack of disclosure of climate 
risk to investors is a two-fold problem: the weak impetus for corporations to address climate 
risk and the absence of regulatory or investor demand to adequately disclose, even when 
corporations are aware of such risks. In the former case, corporations are shirking their duty 
to manage a material business risk; in the latter, they are declining to fully disclose material 
information to shareholders or lenders, leading to information asymmetry between securi-
ties issuers and their investors.87 These issues are gradually being addressed at the inter-
national level by influential but non-binding consensus-building processes with high-level 
participation from the financial community. Beginning in 2012, the Sustainability Accounting 
Standards Board (SASB) undertook a process of analyses and consultations on climate risks 
from an accounting perspective resulting in a 2016 publication.88 Subsequently, the G20 
Financial Stability Board created the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD).89 In June 2017, the TCFD issued recommendations in four thematic areas: govern-
ance, strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets. Status reports issued by the 
TCFD in September 2018 and June 2019 reviewed business implementation of the disclo-
sure recommendations. TCFD identified enough good examples to conclude that “it is both 
possible and practical for companies to disclose certain baseline climate-related informa-
tion today,” and yet such efforts are “still in early stages.” The recent announcement by the 
UN’s Principles for Responsible Investing (UN PRI) that TCFD-compliant disclosures will be 
required of signatories underscores the essential nature of such disclosures.

Barrier 6: Absence of Harmonized and Robust Metrics and Standards
Standardized climate resilience metrics are necessary to measure the effectiveness of 
financed activities in building climate resilience and to be formally recognized as such, yet 
the context-specificity of adaptation brings further challenges to such standardization, not 
to mention extra costs. Part of the problem is inadequate methodologies and evaluative 
techniques for all types of investments and asset classes. For example, in 2016, the green 
bond market was observed to be plagued by a proliferation of taxonomies and lack of stand-
ard definitions for both mitigation and adaptation.90 This too is changing as methodologies 
advance for resilience bonds and for climate-proofing of infrastructure, but slowly.91 Though 
efforts to create, aggregate, and harmonize metrics and standards have begun, the field is 
marked by the absence of common terminology, definitions, evaluative metrics, and catego-
ries (See earlier sections “Work to Date on Climate Risk in the Financial System” and “Work 
on Metrics and Standards”). 
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Barrier Type: Market Barriers
Even when there is an appreciation and awareness of risks, market barriers often present 
additional barriers to investments in resilience and adaptation. The market perception will 
often be that because projects to address water management, coastal flooding, and other 
climate risks respond to public problems, they lack market returns. In reality, public bene-
fits can be combined with private profits, as is the case in many public-private partnerships 
for infrastructure. Early stage and innovative resilience and adaptation technologies and 
services also often take time to achieve market acceptance, a problem in the context of the 
urgency for adaptation measures.

Barrier 7: Perceived Lack of Profitable Investments
Though many adaptation measures are ripe for private investment, some investments in 
adaptation and resilience are perceived as public goods since the positive externalities (such 
as revenue, avoided losses, and other social benefits) they generate do not accrue to inves-
tors, explaining why so many are left to governments to fund. Governments often struggle to 
internalize these benefits or align them with private incentives sufficiently to attract investors. 
Furthermore, many of the most vulnerable countries and markets which are most in need of 
adaptation and resilience are also the markets perceived to be the riskiest to investors. 

Investors and corporates often do not properly capture private benefits from investments 
in adaptation and resilience due to deficient accounting methodologies, short investor time 
horizons, and insufficient information about the benefits.92 For example, it is usually difficult 
to incorporate and measure the context-specific and time frame-dependent economic bene-
fits from avoided losses into cost-benefit analyses and discounted cash flow models93 bene-
fits of the different types of implemented adaptation projects can be difficult to compare 
(e.g., nature-based infrastructure or a managed retreat). The general lack of certainty of 
future climate pathways and model predictions coupled with financial actors’ weak under-
standing of climate models has stymied efforts to express climate change risks in financial 
terms. While adaptation investment in certain infrastructure projects (such as irrigation and 
wastewater management) can generate sufficient revenue or savings to make private invest-
ment profitable, other projects with weak or absent cash flows, such as sea walls and water 
utility networks, are unattractive to private enterprise and necessitate general obligation 
bond finance and budgetary outlays rather than revenue bond finance or privately financed 
public-private partnerships to establish and operate services in natural monopolies.94 There 
is also a paucity of publicly traded equities and debt for the asset owner or manager seeking 
adaptation investments as a market segment, such as recognized climate-resilient compa-
nies and projects and resilience-oriented green bonds.

Barrier 8: Perceived Low Commercial Readiness 
of Adaptation and Resilient Solutions
Many adaptation and resilience technologies offer the promise of revenue generation, cost 
reduction, and efficiency, but often the capital investment required is hard to justify against 
the marginal increases in profitability. Even as some sectors, such as climate risk data 
and analytics and climate-smart agriculture, are rapidly evolving into viable markets, other 
sectors and market niches may lag. In some cases, the risk/reward profile of investments is 
prohibitive for investors; investment opportunities are too capital-intensive; or the potential 
to reduce expected losses or value at risk serves as an insufficient impetus to drive invest-
ment. In other instances, the lack of awareness of products and services in the marketplace 
and the lack of capital, human resources, and know-how to reach target markets serve as 
barriers to market formation and investment. Some of this is attributable to the normal 
process of market evolution to changing needs and offerings, a process that in the context 
of adaptation needs to be accelerated.95
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Barrier Type: Nascent Application of Climate Risk 
Management Practices 
A growing general awareness of climate risks in corporate boardrooms and among asset 
managers has yet to be translated into operational risk management practices. This is due 
to several factors, including the need for better decision-relevant tools that are still mostly at 
an early stage.

Barrier 9: Weak Management of Physical Climate Risks
Insofar as entities have been managing and planning around weather and climate vari-
ability—including planning for chronic patters such as drought or heat—businesses and 
corporations have been dealing with physical risks for some time. However, it is unclear 
how much proactive management of potential climate risks is occurring, and consequently 
how much of those efforts are factoring into investor decisions. For example, a 2018 
report based on a survey of publicly owned companies conducted by CDP and the Climate 
Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB) found that 83 percent of surveyed companies “recognize 
physical risks” but fail to act on this awareness in operations.96 Progress is similarly slow 
among investors of all types, even the largest institutional investors. Further, a 2018 study in 
Nature has shown that many corporates’ adaptation strategies have “significant blind spots,” 
not only in their assessments of the potential for climate-related impacts, but also their 
proposed strategies to manage such risks.97 Climate adaptation and resilience is seen as a 
loss avoidance issue rather than a business or investment opportunity. 

Barrier 10: Insufficient Availability and Adoption of Climate Risk Data and Tools
 Investors and asset managers need quantitative data and tools to help them make informed 
decisions on climate risk. While there is a fledgling climate data industry (see Box. 3.2: 
Emerging industry of Climate Data and Analytics), an important driver of investor inaction 
is the general lack of quantitative and decision-relevant tools to incorporate climate risk into 
investment selection and portfolio management, particularly for future risks not yet mani-
fest in the present. The NGFS noted in October 2018 that climate risk tools, methodologies, 
taxonomies, and definitions are all in a nascent state.98 Despite the profusion of climate 
change-related scientific data available both in the public domain and for purchase, much of 
it is not organized, quantified, analyzed, or presented in a manner that is readily interpreted 
and made decision-relevant to financial institutions. Data on risk and resilience needs to be 
consistent and available in terms that are relevant for financial decision making, including in 
terms of financial costs and opportunities. As a result, many investors and financial decision 
makers fail to incorporate climate risk as a component of overall risk management practices, 
notwithstanding that climate risks is beginning to be considered as part of overall sustaina-
bility practices. 

Box 3.2: Emerging Industry of Climate Data and Analytics
Notwithstanding the lack of widespread adoption of climate risk data and tools, 
there is a lot of activity in this emerging sector. Entities are emerging that track 
hazard-specific climate risks (e.g., Coastal Risk Consulting), track macro-eco-
nomic impacts from climate change (e.g., NDGain, Carbone 4), provide tools 
that translate climate risks into financial indicators for different types of inves-
tors (e.g., Four Twenty Seven, Acclimatise, Jupiter, The Climate Service, Ortec 
Finance, Carbon Delta), and provide rating systems for climate risk related to 
development and infrastructure (e.g., the World Bank Climate Risk Rating Tool 

- still under development).

Source: Climate Finance Advisors (2019)
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This problem is further compounded by an absence of common metrics and standards, 
which results in inconsistent practices in the choice of scenarios and other key assump-
tions.99 These issues are exemplified in two reports published by UNEP FI (“Extending Our 
Horizons” and “Navigating a New Climate”) on transition and physical climate risk: almost 
every bank case study incorporating transition climate risk into its operations utilized differ-
ent methodologies, and sector-specific physical risk methodologies were developed by the 
participating banks to reflect the differences in vulnerability to climate change impacts 
across sectors. A 2016 EY survey of leading asset managers found a distinct paucity of 
in-house expertise to integrate climate risk in financial strategies.100 The lack of tools is 
rapidly shifting from a problem of fact to a problem of perception: Increasingly sophisticated 
climate risk tools are emerging in the marketplace, though their uptake remains slow.101 As 
noted above, a growing number of data analytics, engineering, and risk assessment consul-
tancies and firms are now offering sophisticated risk assessment services for corporations, 
investors, asset managers, and project developers. Published guides have emerged in the 
past two years on mitigating climate risk in finance102, including specifically for institutional 
investors103 and for infrastructure investors104, and on TCFD disclosures of physical risks for 
both public companies in general105 and financial institutions in particular.106 

Barrier Type: Low Capacity for Climate Risk 
Management 
Institutional and human capacity to engage in climate risk management across the spec-
trum of financial actors acts as a headwind, stymieing progress and delaying the vigorous 
and effective adoption of solutions to all the aforementioned barriers.

Barrier 11: Low Capacity within Financial System Governance Bodies
Understanding climate risks at the level necessary for financial decision making requires 
expertise typically lacking in financial regulatory agencies and financial institutions, both 
because the issue is relatively new, but also because—as already discussed—the issues 
involve a complex mix of science, economics, management, and policy. Even within 
advanced economies, this capacity has come only recently, is not fully developed, and often 
has yet to be fully integrated with more established risk management functions. Agencies 
have sometimes expressed awareness and even announced initial steps, only to stop at the 
point when more detailed action toward risk management is required.107 Some developing 
countries facing the greatest and most imminent climate risks may be leaders in this respect, 
having already adopted policies to provide concessional terms for climate-related lending 
and consideration of climate change in the management of their pension funds.

Barrier 12: Low Capacity within Financial Actors 
Full, robust integration of climate risk into financial institutions and prioritization of adap-
tation investment is difficult. One response is the Climate Action in Financial Institutions 
Initiative, founded in 2015, which seeks to mainstream both climate risk and investment 
opportunities within financial institutions “to make climate change considerations a core 
component of how financial institutions conduct business.”108 The initiative emphasizes 
the fundamental shift required in how capital is deployed. This shift is a transformation 
of business models and requires new staff and management capabilities for climate risk 
management, including expertise in sectoral and domain-specific issues, deal sourcing, 
portfolio management, and monitoring and evaluation. The World Bank Group’s Action Plan 
on Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience, released in December 2018, illustrates the 
scale of management commitment and resource mobilization required to seize the oppor-
tunity (see Box 3.3: The World Bank Group’s Action Plan on Climate Change Adaptation and 
Resilience: Managing Risks for a more Resilient Future (2019))109. Even the most sophisti-
cated development finance institutions and multinational banks lack sufficient capacity to 
address these issues, which in turn exacerbates the other barriers; other institutions lag far 
behind.
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Box 3.3: The World Bank Group’s Action Plan on Climate Change 
Adaptation and Resilience: Managing Risks for a more Resilient 
Future (2019)
The Action Plan is designed to increase the World Bank Group’s level of ambi-
tion and commitments on climate change adaptation and resilience. It has three 
core objectives: 

1. Boost adaptation financing. The WBG will ramp up its direct adaptation 
climate finance to reach US$50 billion over FY21-25. This financing level—an 
average of US$10 billion a year—is more than double what was achieved 
during FY15-18. The WBG will also pilot new approaches to scale up private 
finance for adaptation and resilience. 

2. Drive a mainstreamed, whole-of-government programmatic approach. The 
WBG intends to help countries shift from addressing adaptation as an incre-
mental cost and isolated investment to systematically managing and incor-
porating climate risks and opportunities at every phase of policy planning, 
investment design, implementation, and evaluation. 

3. Develop a new rating system to create incentives for, and improve the 
tracking of, global progress on adaptation and resilience: A new rating 
system will be developed to promote public and private sector investments 
in adaptation. It will be designed to create incentives for donors and coun-
tries to engage in more and better adaptation; more effectively report on 
what the WBG and clients are doing; and aims to establish a global stand-
ard for financial markets and public procurement. The new system will be 
piloted over FY19-20 with an anticipated rollout to projects in relevant 
sectors by FY21.

Source: World Bank Group (2019)
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4 Examples of current 
approaches for increasing 
adaptation financing

Before concluding with recommendations for addressing the identified barriers, this paper 
will briefly review the range of instruments for adaptation financing, including some that 
are relatively new and innovative. While far from comprehensive, this section highlights the 
potential for financial instruments to become part of the solution to the adaptation financ-
ing gap while also generating sizable investment opportunities, and also provides the basis 
for one of the recommendations. Notwithstanding the barriers reviewed in the last section, 
investing in adaptation, resilience and in making investments resilient is perhaps the 
biggest investment opportunity for this generation. As previous sections have discussed, 
addressing physical climate risks by both the financial sector governance bodies and finan-
cial actors is challenging but imperative. Yet, far more emphasis has so far been given to 
investment opportunities related to mitigation and low-carbon investments. 

The adaptation financing gap is large and increasing as climate impacts grow and barri-
ers persist, particularly in markets and communities that are highly vulnerable and which 
have weaker investment climates and governments. Fully aligning financial markets with 
the 2015 Paris Agreement will require that financial system governance bodies and finan-
cial actors—including all private investors—give climate resilience the same level of ambition 
as emissions reductions. The active engagement of all financial system constituents is 
necessary, not simply donors or specialized climate finance vehicles (which are important 
but not in themselves enough). Consideration of the impacts of climate change must be 
mainstreamed into the financial system, including into the supply of both public and private 
sources. Private investment in adaptation is growing, but not nearly rapidly enough due to 
multiple barriers, including lack of awareness, difficulty quantifying impacts in financial 
terms, weak governance and policy frameworks, and lack of capacity.

The “adaptation financing gap” is a challenge. However, it is also an opportunity for innova-
tion around financial products, sharing and managing risks, and becoming more efficient in 
leveraging public balance sheets and capital to accelerate investments in all asset classes, 
sectors, and countries, regions and communities, particularly those that are highly vulnera-
ble to impacts from climate change. 

To fully address the financing adaptation and resilience gap, discrete and innovative finan-
cial mechanisms are necessary to accelerate the pace of investment in adaptation and 
resilience. However, even if substantially expanded, it is doubtful that innovative financial 
instruments and dedicated initiatives for financing adaptation and resilience alone can fully 
address the enormity of the adaptation funding gap. Some of the broader requirements 
for financial system governance bodies and financial actors to fully engage in addressing 
adaptation needs (or “mainstream climate considerations”)—such as employing climate risk 
management practices, improving analytical methods for evaluating the financial implica-
tions of climate risks, removing policy barriers, and enhancing inadequate human and insti-
tutional capacity—are addressed in the final section, “Recommendations for GCA Actions.” 
The following provides an overview of a select number of innovative approaches that are 
emerging for catalyzing and mobilizing finance for adaptation.
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Blended Finance for Adaptation: Using Public 
Funds to Catalyze Private Investment
The development finance community has recognized that to meet the investment needs 
related to climate change and other Sustainable Development Goals, the discussion 
needs to evolve from “billions” for development to “trillions” in investments of all kinds—
public and private, national and international—and to building capacity across all institu-
tions.110 Blended finance is the use of catalytic capital from public or philanthropic sources 
to increase private sector investment in developing countries and sustainable development. 
Blended finance is a structuring approach that allows different types of capital (whether 
public, impact, or commercially oriented), to invest alongside each other while each achieves 
its own objectives (financial, development, or social impacts, or a blend).111 Blended finance 
structures are observed across a broad range of transaction types, including funds, facilities, 
bonds, notes, projects, and companies. Public or patient capital in blended finance applica-
tions is primarily used to take higher risks in projects (e.g., through “first loss” or repayment 
guarantees), which helps to “crowd-in” private capital. Blended finance structures are typi-
cally used in circumstances where there are perceived or real risks by private investors, and 
where public capital can take more risk (without the commensurate return expectations) to 
catalyze investments faster than would otherwise happen.

Box 4.1: Using Blended Finance for Adaptation: the Nepal 
Hydropower Project
Most discussion of blended finance has focused on its use for mitigation. 
However, there is a long history of blending public and private finance for large 
infrastructure projects and increasing recognition that incorporating climate 
resilience features in the design and construction stage is both more effective 
and cheaper over the life of the project (versus incurring the costs of impacts 
not adequately planned or designed for), despite the requirement for some 
additional up-front analysis and climate modeling. There have also been a few 
examples demonstrating the potential for using concessional climate funds to 
enable finance on commercial terms. One such project focused on strengthen-
ing vulnerable hydropower facilities in Nepal, one component in the program 

“Building Climate Resilient Communities through Private Sector Participation” 
funded by the Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR). A US$2.1 million 
PPCR grant enabled a US$6.6 million loan from the IFC. This work was 
the foundation for the IFC Hydropower Environmental Impact Assessment 
Manual, prepared in cooperation with the Government of Nepal and released in 
September 2018. 

Sources: International Finance Corporation (2018), Climate Policy Initiative (2013), 
Acclimatise (2016)

Early examples of blended finance approaches were primarily for climate-related invest-
ments, including efforts by IFC and others to use climate finance sources (e.g., Global 
Environment Facility, Climate Investment Funds) to provide concessions (through price, 
structure, tenor, rank, or a combination) to entice private investments in renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, and other mitigation investments in emerging markets.112 Today, all the 
MDBs employ blended finance approaches, and numerous blended finance funds, facilities, 
and instruments exist for climate-related investment across all markets and regions, includ-
ing green banks/banking approaches and guarantee and first loss mechanisms for financial 
institutions to move into climate-related investments (See Box 4.1: Using Blended Finance for 
Adaptation: The Nepal Hydropower Project for an example). The ultimate goal of the blended 
finance approach is to increase the amount of capital directed toward socially important 
investments. Adaptation is one such area where blended finance approaches are critical.
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Development banks are central contributors to scaling up the blended finance market 
through their risk capital, capacity for due diligence, and relationships with the invest-
ment community. Public funds available on concessional terms will always be limited and 
a relatively small fraction of total investment (although much more important in poor coun-
tries). Consequently, to have a meaningful impact at scale, public finance must be deployed 
strategically to leverage private investment and to unlock those markets perceived as imma-
ture or risky for mainstream and commercial investors.

The MDBs are also cognizant of the importance of their role in leveraging private sector 
finance to meet the objectives of the Paris Agreement. In 2018, the MDBs crowded in 
US$28.2 billion in private financing for climate change, up 29 percent from 2017.113 In 
December 2018, the MDBs collectively announced ambitious targets for increasing their 
climate change financing, the share of climate financing going to adaptation, and the result-
ant leverage from their climate lending.114

Social, Green, or Resilience Bonds to Promote 
Investment in Adaptation
Another approach to mobilizing greater private capital for adaptation projects is through 
new financial instruments. A plethora of new instruments have emerged, of which we cite 
only a few prominent examples here: 

 ◼ Social impact bonds (SIBs) and other sustainability-linked debt products can provide a 
lower lending rate or pricing reward for sustainability or ESG performance. This category 
of debt finance could be a basis for promoting investments in resilience and adaptation. 

 ◼ Green bonds: The market for green bonds has been growing and in 2018 topped US$167 
billion from 44 countries, over half from corporate issuers led by the U.S. and China.115 To 
date, such bonds have typically not offered a lower cost benefit, but this may come as 
climate risks come to be better known and quantified. A few central banks, regulators, 
and local authorities have introduced incentives for banks to increase green lending and 
for lenders to issue green bonds.116 

 ◼ Resilience bonds: Resilience bonds quantify and protect against climate risks and in the 
process can lower the cost of financing infrastructure potentially at risk.117 Some bonds 
are already addressing adaptation needs. For example, the District of Columbia Water 
Environmental Impact Bond, issued in 2017, was developed not only to fund an innova-
tive system for managing stormwater runoff that mimics natural processes, but also 
to integrate novel performance-based terms that reduce interest paid to bondholders if 
stormwater management attains certain thresholds of success. The issue has become 
more urgent with the increased frequency of heavy rainfall events due to climate change, 
which exacerbates stormwater runoff.118

CAT Bonds and Other Innovative Insurance 
Products
Growing awareness of the magnitude of climate risks has led to efforts to create innovative 
insurance products to reduce financial vulnerability and enhance resilience post-disaster 
recovery.119 It is important to emphasize that insurance products transfer risk to parties will-
ing to bear it rather than reduce risk, thus they do not constitute a freestanding, comprehen-
sive solution to physical climate vulnerability. Such initiatives are indicative of a growing level 
of awareness around risks resulting from climate change, and the ability to provide financial 
risk transfer as one (financial) option for managing the downsides of climate-related risks. 
Some examples include: 

 ◼ Catastrophe bonds: Global issuance of catastrophe or “cat” bonds now exceeds US$11 
billion annually, and the demand for such bonds has continued to be robust despite 
record losses in 2017, suggesting that, at least for now, this product can be a useful risk 
transfer mechanism for investments exposed to some measure of climate risks.120

 ◼ Index insurance: Index insurance schemes linking payments to extreme weather events 
were initially conceived as a means to provide more efficient and effective disaster relief, 
but the reduction in risks can also improve credit ratings and the credit worthiness of the 
insured and thus serve to support private investment.121 The CCRIF and ARC programs 
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(Box 4.2: CCRIF & ARC: Examples of Risk Transfer Mechanisms) are prime examples.122 
Payments are triggered by weather-related disasters such as droughts or floods. At a 
smaller scale, index insurance programs for small farmers also trigger payment based 
on weather parameters.123 The farmers become more credit worthy when less subject 
to losses from weather events, facilitating borrowing for improved seeds, fertilizers, and 
other measures to increase productivity and enhance resilience to climate change.124

Box 4.2: CCRIF & ARC: Examples of Risk Transfer Mechanisms
In 2007, the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF) was 
formed as the first multi-country risk pool and the first insurance instrument to 
successfully develop parametric policies backed by both traditional and capital 
markets. It was designed as a regional catastrophe fund for Caribbean govern-
ments to limit the financial impact of devastating hurricanes and earthquakes 
by quickly providing financial liquidity when a policy is triggered. CCRIF has 
successfully provided Caribbean and Central American governments short-term 
liquidity following natural disasters, easing the financial losses during extreme 
events. However, it does not incentivize fully good climate-risk management ex 
ante and does not currently link to a country’s efforts to build resilience prior to 
disasters or risks manifesting.

The African Risk Capacity (ARC) is a specialized agency of the African Union 
established to help African governments improve their capacities to better plan, 
prepare, and respond to extreme weather events and natural disasters. Through 
collaboration and innovative finance, ARC enables countries to strengthen their 
disaster risk management systems and access rapid and predictable financing 
when disaster strikes to protect the food security and livelihoods of their vulner-
able populations. Like CCRIF, ARC provides a parametric insurance product, but 
also provides ARC member states with capacity-building services and access 
to state-of-the-art early warning technology and contingency planning to help 
enable ex-ante risk management. Payments are made for pre-approved disaster 
relief measures implemented by participating governments.

Sources: ARC website and CCRIF website 

There is increasing interest in the design of insurance instruments that contribute to climate 
resilience. For example, a recent collaboration between Swiss Re, the Nature Conservancy, 
and a state government in Mexico includes a parametric insurance policy that encourages 
conservation and helps cover the cost of restoring a coral reef after hurricanes, in turn safe-
guarding the reef’s capacity to protect the coast from future storms and beach erosion.125 
Funds to pay for conservation activities, as well as insurance premiums, will be collected 
by the government through several sources, including taxes on tourism. By combining 
private capital with public resources in a trust to fund premiums, vulnerable communities are 
assisted to proactively protect important natural resources indispensable to the resilience of 
both the assets and the local economy. Such insurance instruments can provide both public 
and private benefits: reducing and transferring risk away from vulnerable local parties, as 
well as providing environmental benefits.126

Much as credit rating agencies’ incorporation of climate risk will align borrowers’ and lend-
ers’ incentives, as insurance companies and insurers come to better understand physical 
risks and effective resilience measures, opportunities will emerge for win-win resilience 
measures to reduce both residual climate risk (to the insurer) and premiums (to the insured). 
Proactive insurance companies could begin to offer premium discounts for resilience, such 
as reduced premiums for elevated buildings in flood-prone areas. Ancillary advisory services 
to assist borrowers and insurers to lower their borrowing costs and insurance premiums 
could complement the issuance of insurance policies or loans to expand access to credit 
and insurance into new markets and market niches, or maintain its affordability where it is 
currently subsidized by governments or becoming prohibitively expensive (e.g., mortgages 
and flood insurance in coastal areas vulnerable to sea level rise and storm surge). 
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Dedicated Investment Vehicles
As discussed above, the analysis of climate risks is generating interest in products and 
services that can enhance resilience and reduce risks. This presents a new set of business 
and investment opportunities. Recognition that this new market has the potential for good 
commercial returns is the basis for some emerging funds and financing vehicles dedicated 
to adaptation investment, including:

 ◼ CRAFT: The Climate Resilience and Adaptation Finance & Technology Transfer Facility 
(CRAFT) is envisioned to be a US$500 million private equity fund with a complementary 
US$20 million technical assistance facility. The fund will invest in growth capital in 
private companies that offer climate resilience solutions, while the TA facility will provide 
technical support to enable market entry, initial application, and capacity building for 
use of climate resilience solutions in developing countries. Initial funding for CRAFT 
was provided by donors with an interest in promoting products that serve the poorest 
countries.127 CRAFT aims to invest in 10 to 20 companies, located in both developed and 
developing countries, which have proven technologies and solutions for climate resil-
ience and are expected to be profitable. Potential businesses include weather analytics, 
catastrophe risk modeling services, and drought resilient seed companies.128 

 ◼ ARAF: The Acumen Africa Resilient Agriculture Fund (ARAF), a project approved by the 
GCF in March 2018, aims to improve climate resilience and ensure long-term sustain-
able increases in agricultural productivity and incomes. ARAF will support investments 
in micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs) by financing aggregator and digital 
platform services. ARAF also will provide innovative financial services to smallholder 
farmers to improve their resilience to climate impacts by shifting investment in climate 
adaptation from grants to long-term capital. The GCF is providing US$26 million (US$23 
million as equity, US$3 million as a grant) out of a total US$56 million investment.129
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Box 4.3: Adaptation Opportunities: Not All Depend on Large 
Investments
The identification of risks can be a pathway to adaptation opportunities, and 
while investment will often be necessary, the major barriers are not always 
financial. A good example is the critical need for modernization of weather and 
climate information services in many developing countries, without which effec-
tive emergency warnings are impossible, farmers cannot be informed of climate 
changes critical for their planting and harvesting, and many weather-sensitive 
businesses will operate inefficiently. Substantial donor funding has supported 
improving these services but with mixed results due to a combination of low 
capacity, inadequate institutions, and an inability to maintain systems over 
time. The World Meteorological Organization and other international organi-
zations increasingly see a promising response to this challenge in the form of 
public-private partnerships and new business models based on revenue sharing 
between public agencies and private weather vendors. While this approach is 
designed to attract investment and achieve financial sustainability for resil-
ience-enhancing activities, the initial challenge is primarily to build capacity, 
introduce new business models, and support pilots with the expectation that 
successful demonstrations will bring about the necessary commercial interest 
and financing.

Sources:
IPCC, 2018. Special Report: Global Warming of 1.5oC
UNDP, 2016. A New Vision for Weather and Climate Services in Africa
Usher J., Phiri C., Linacre N, O’Sullivan R, & Qadir U., 2018. Climate Information Services 
Market Assessment and Business Model Review, USAID-supported Assessing 
Sustainability
WMO, 2018. World Meteorological Organization, 2018b: Resolution 12.2/1 (EC-70) Public-
Private Engagement, with Annex 1: Policy Framework for Public-Private Engagement and 
Effectiveness of Climate Information Services in Africa project

Prizes and Competitions
Another potential innovative financing approach is funding for prizes and competitions to 
attract interest in new approaches to addressing adaptation challenges. Prizes have been 
used to attract interest in many environmental endeavors, including one for removal of 
greenhouse gases from the atmosphere,130 and there may be similar opportunities to encour-
age innovative approaches to enhancing resilience and promoting adaptation. One example 
is the Global Cooling Prize, a competition to develop a climate-friendly residential cooling 
solution that can provide access to cooling to people around the world without warming the 
planet.131
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5 Recommendations 
for GCA actions132

This paper has taken a primary look at the key question: How can we adjust financial flows 
so that community, country, and global adaptation goals are met. In unpacking this ques-
tion, this paper has primarily focused on elements that need to be understood to promote 
systemic change in the economic and financial system to embed risk and resilience into 
decision making as a necessary condition for mobilizing financing at scale for climate resil-
ience and adaptation investment. 

In this section, we outline six recommendations that collectively would promote systemic 
change in the financial system, with a primary focus on actions and activities that can 
give sufficient balance to adaptation and resilience investment to complement ongoing 
efforts to scale up mitigation investments. Each recommendation includes specific exam-
ples to illustrate how it can be accomplished. Each also includes actions applicable to the 
financial system governance bodies, and four include actions also applicable to financial 
actors themselves, including financial institutions of all types. Figure 9 illustrates the recom-
mendations and applicable actions to the financial system constituents. 

These recommendations are meant to be both actionable and ambitious and can directly 
impact how finance can be unlocked for adaptation and resilience. In addition, all recommen-
dations can be implemented and scaled up quickly with sufficient leadership, coordination 
and political will within the next [one to two] years, although the process of developing and 
implementing capacity building will require continuing and ongoing efforts over time. Given 
the increasing urgency associated with climate risks, and the potential that climate 
changes will occur more rapidly and with greater impact than was thought only a few 
years ago, there is no time to lose.
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RECOMMENDATION 1:  
Accelerate and Promote Climate-
Relevant Financial Policies

The GCA should highlight the need for central banks and financial regulators 
to recognize and respond to climate risks by using their authorities to enact 
smart financial policy, regulations, guidance, and enabling measures. 

Policies
Given the systemic nature of climate risks, central banks and financial regulators need 
to be actively involved in the identification and management of climate risks. Financial 
system governance bodies133 can each play a key role in ensuring that climate considera-
tions—including risks posed by physical impacts from climate change—are addressed in 
policies, regulations, and enabling measures that guide financial actors across the financial 
system. To date, some financial system governance bodies have shown leadership through 
early efforts to identify and better understand climate risks to financial systems, although 
a preponderance of these efforts focus on carbon emissions reductions or transition risks 
arising from transitioning to a low-carbon or net-zero-carbon economy. Few have focused on 
risks posed by already-locked-in warming and the physical impacts of climate change, much 
less the potential for capital flight or shifts away from vulnerable communities and countries, 
which will result in greater pressures on public capital and balance sheets. 

Progress is beginning, though. Through both the NGFS and the EU Technical Expert Group on 
Sustainable Finance, detailed technical work is ongoing to develop taxonomies and provide 
frameworks for financial policy and regulation (e.g., assessing climate risk in micro-su-
pervision, integrating sustainability and climate risks into momentary policy frameworks, 
endorsing mandatory disclosure).134 Further, some central banks in developing countries 
have already gone further toward “greening” their financial systems through green finance 
guidelines with potential for application to climate risks.135 The measures, policies, and regu-
lations developed by these initiatives will need to be implemented in order to drive change in 
the financial system in meaningful ways. Such measures will vary across nations, reflecting 
differences in the structure of financial oversight and regulation.

The following actions illustrate efforts that financial system governance bodies (consistent 
with differing authorities and responsibilities) can make to integrate climate considerations 
into the financial system:136
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Financial System 
Governance Area Illustrative Actions

Prudential and 
financial policy

To enhance the role of risk management and risk mitigation in the financial system, financial system 
governance bodies can: 

 ◼ Develop and adopt climate risk integration frameworks and action plans, as recommended by the NGFS, 
including setting supervisory expectations and promoting transparency among both supervisors and 
supervised institutions;

 ◼ Integrate physical climate risk considerations more thoroughly into stress-testing approaches for regu-
lated financial institutions, grounding those approaches on scenarios that build off expected warming 
and not off international commitments.

 ◼ For micro-supervision, undertake a comprehensive mapping of transition and physical climate risk 
transmission channels in order to more fully assess and understand the impacts of climate risk on the 
financial system.

 ◼ Monitor and analyze NBFIs and identify those institutions which have concentrated portfolios with poten-
tially high exposure to climate risks and which may pose contagion risks to other parts of the financial 
system. 

 ◼ Undertake climate risk screening of public investment programs and integrate into procurement stand-
ards for publicly financed projects (both purely publicly financed and PPPs). 

 ◼ Ensure the costs of climate risks are integrated into disaster risk management funding approaches, and 
develop approaches for fiscal risk management and contingency finance. 

Disclosure and 
reporting

To enhance the transparency of information about climate risks for investors, financial system governance 
bodies should:

 ◼ Make climate-related financial disclosures a mandatory requirement, including those related to potential 
risks from physical impacts (both acute and chronic) to assets (both financial and real) that financial 
actors have a stake in. 

 ◼ Ensure robust and internationally consistent climate-related disclosure frameworks are in place, estab-
lishing TCFD frameworks as the initial basis for mandatory disclosure. 

 ◼ Designate climate risk as a material risk.
 ◼ Require disclosures be presented in terms of financial value at risk over several time horizons, including 

the holding life of the investment for the firm and asset life. Firms should also be required to disclose 
actions taken to enhance their resilience, invest in adaptation, or make resilient investments.

Standard setting

To provide guidance for entities disclosing or assessing climate risks for investors, financial system 
governance bodies should:

 ◼ Adopt and promote coherent and consistent climate risk guidelines for disclosure of both physical risks 
and transition risks, and require disclosing entities to report on these metrics.

 ◼ Require rating agencies—a key provider of risk information for investors—to employ climate risk ratings 
aligned with best available assessments, ensuring assessments are grounded in methodologies that 
account for expected warming based on current trends, not international commitments. 

Fiscal and monetary 
policy

Monetary policy is the practice of identifying the nature, persistence, and magnitude of shocks to the 
economy. In this regard, financial system governance bodies can:

 ◼ Undertake economy-wide, sector-wide, and/or regional assessments of the impacts of physical climate 
risks—both acute and chronic—to overall economic growth and stability.

 ◼ Promote safety nets and financial support mechanisms for communities most vulnerable to physical 
climate risks, where the potential for capital flight may become an issue exacerbated by climate change.

 ◼ Where feasible, incorporate findings from economy-wide, sector-wide, and/or regional assessments of 
the impacts of physical climate risks into long-term economic strategies: 

 ◻ Promote initiatives, programs, or financial policy approaches that can incentivize climate-resilience 
and/or adaptation investments particularly for key sectors such as infrastructure; 

 ◻ Develop contingency funding plans to prepare for the increased frequency of climate-related shocks 
to the economy, and 

 ◻ Actively remove regulations which incentivize maladaptation investments.
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RECOMMENDATION 2:  
Develop, Adopt, and Employ Climate 
Risk Management Practices

GCA should highlight, promote, and incentivize the development and 
wide-scale application of climate risk management practices and tools, 
including robust scenario analysis for all financial system constituents.

Practices
Understanding and internalizing climate risk into financial decision-making is essential for 
both (i) reducing exposure of investments to adverse climate impacts, and (ii) identifying 
opportunities to invest in resilience and align the financial system toward climate-resilient 
investments. While the work of the TCFD and others on disclosure, metrics, standards, 
and governance has created significant momentum, additional parallel efforts are urgently 
needed to begin to fully develop and integrate climate risk management practices through-
out the financial system, including with financial system governance bodies and financial 
actors of all types (e.g., commercial banks, development finance institutions, infrastructure 
banks, asset managers, asset owners, insurance companies). 

Data on risk and resilience needs to be consistent and available in terms that are relevant for 
financial decision making, including in terms of financial costs and opportunities. Effective 
integration of climate risk management practices will require the adoption of standard 
definitions, metrics, and methodologies, particularly regarding the use of scenarios and 
stress-testing approaches. In order to fully understand adaptation and resilience require-
ments, climate risk management practices for all financial system constituents must be 
grounded in existing warming trends, as opposed to expectations based only on interna-
tional agreements yet to be realized. A climate risk scenario based on the Paris Agreement 
ambition to limit warming to less than 2°C could significantly underprepare an institution or 
the financial system for climate change impacts.

The policies, processes, and procedures of climate risk management are critical for both 
financial system governance bodies and financial actors. Integrating climate change 
considerations into risk management practices will likely require employing data tools and/
or analytics to help assess and quantify risks, as well as employing scenario planning and 
stress-testing approaches to understand the full range of management options and strate-
gies. The following actions illustrate efforts that financial system governance bodies and 
financial actors can make to develop, adopt, and employ climate risk management practices 
at the transaction and portfolio levels:
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Financial System 
Constituents Illustrative Actions

Financial system 
governance bodies

Financial system governance bodies need to develop, adopt, and employ their own climate risk management 
practices. Financial system governance bodies should: 

 ◼ Employ and adopt a climate risk management approach at the level of governance of the financial 
system.

 ◼ Identify and employ the tools, data, and analytics appropriate to understand and assess information 
presented by financial actors (through stress tests, disclosure, market insights, and other means). Ensure 
stress tests for physical climate risks are grounded in scenarios based on expected warming trends, not 
international agreements, to ensure accurate and timely understanding of climate risks

 ◼ Engage insurance companies to integrate into products incentives for ex-ante resiliency measures 
and investments. 

 ◼ Integrate climate considerations fully informed by climate risk analyses (both physical and transi-
tion) into relevant areas of financial governance, including regulation, standards setting, incentives, and 
monetary policy.

Financial actors

Financial actors of all types need to accelerate the adoptions and employment of climate risk management 
practices. Financial actors should: 

 ◼ Fully integrate climate considerations into existing risk and/or credit management practices, 
including:137 

 ◻ Identifying climate-related hazards to investments, 
 ◻ Assessing the vulnerability (including financial) of those assets, and 
 ◻ Quantifying that vulnerability into meaningful financial value at risk over relevant time horizons.

 ◼ Employ tools, data, and analytics to fully understand the financial impacts of climate risk at the trans-
action and portfolio levels for the institution. Undertake stress tests as part of overall risk management 
practices, and ensure stress tests are grounded in scenarios based on expected warming trends, not 
international agreements.

 ◼ Integrate climate considerations fully informed by climate risk disclosure and analyses into the insti-
tutions’ strategies and governance, addressing both climate risks and opportunities to become more 
resilient. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3: 
Develop and Adopt Adaptation 
Metrics and Standards 

The GCA should urge accelerated efforts by all financial system 
constituents to adopt an initial set of climate adaptation 
metrics and standards no later than January 2020.

Metrics and standards for adaptation, physical climate risks, and resilience are actively 
being developed and created by several important initiatives including for example EBRD’s 
work to develop common adaptation metrics and methodologies,138 the metrics for assess-
ing transition risk of Banks by Portfolio Carbon Initiative,139 and work by the Climate Bonds 
Initiative to develop adaptation definition for green bonds.140 As noted in the 2018 TCFD 
Status Report,141 there was significant confusion around even basic terms for disclosure (e.g., 
what constitutes an “adaptation investment” or an “investment in resilience or an investment 
which is climate resilient”), as well as more complex systems for hazard classification, 
ratings, and scoring. Such standardization of metrics remains a challenge, according to the 
2019 TCFD Status Report.142 Pilot programs and other early experiences should allow for the 
continued development of guidelines and ultimately lead to standardization of terms and 
methodologies.

The creation of commonly agreed standards for defining an adaptation or resilience invest-
ment is complicated by several questions that are critically important for market adoption. 
These concerns include: 

 ◼ A need for clarity around hazards linked to physical climate risk exposure, including 
a taxonomy that users can employ as relevant for specific assets, given that climate-re-
lated hazards vary by location, assets, level of vulnerability, and exposure.

 ◼ A need for clarifications around the magnitude or robustness of a “resilience/resilient” 
or “adaptation” investment, including how extensive “resilience” or “adaptation” needs to 
be for investments to qualify as resilience or as a resilient investment.

 ◼ Maladaptation spillover effects and tradeoffs, including whether and how some 
adaptation or resilience/resilient investments may lead to increased risk of adverse 
climate-related outcomes, or even potentially increase vulnerability in other areas (e.g., 
coastal barriers which shift flooding risk to other locations).143

The absence of commonly accepted and applied metrics, standards, and methodologies 
for identifying and evaluating climate risks remains a significant barrier to investor aware-
ness and response, and, of course, to the ability of financial system governance bodies to 
adequately assess the overall risks and opportunities for the financial system at large. In the 
short term, because climate risk assessments of physical hazards are very localized and 
context specific, it may only be possible to produce standardized guidelines or principles. 
However, risk screening tools are evolving rapidly which can be useful not only for climate risk 
assessments, but also for bringing some standardization to definitions, metrics, and stand-
ards. Several of these initiatives link with the work of financial system governance bodies 
and development finance institutions, consistent with the common interest of these stake-
holders in promoting sustainability. Speed is also a necessity. Prior efforts to build consensus 
around mitigation metrics and standards for investments evolved over a decade or more, a 
time frame that is unacceptably long given the urgency needed for financing adaptation and 
resilience. The following actions illustrate efforts that financial system governance bodies 
and financial actors can make to develop and adopt adaptation metrics and standards:
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Financial System 
Constituents Illustrative Actions

Financial system 
governance bodies

Financial system governance bodies need to promote the development and adoption of adaptation metrics 
and standards, including: 

 ◼ Developing and employing resilience rating systems which can provide important market signals about 
climate risks.

 ◼ Building off the TCFD industry-developed guidance, adopting and continuously improving common 
language, definitions, and classifications of hazards for physical climate risk assessment, manage-
ment, and disclosure requirements. 

 ◼ Employing classification of hazards for physical climate risks into climate risk analyses (both phys-
ical and transition) into relevant areas of financial governance, including regulation, standards setting, 
incentives, and monetary policy.

 ◼ Supporting ongoing efforts by international actors (MDBs, NGFS, and others) to define and describe 
measures of climate resilience in investments, particularly based on evolving understanding of warming 
trends and resulting adaptation/resilience investments needs. 

 ◼ Regularly integrating enhanced understanding of climate resilience in all investments via the employ-
ment of climate scenarios used for stress testing at the level of the financial system and regulated 
entities.144

Financial actors

Financial actors need to develop and adopt adaptation metrics and standards, including:
 ◼ Adopting the common language, definitions, and classifications of hazards for physical climate risk 

assessment provided by TCFD and SASB, and employing such definitions, classifications, and metrics 
in the management (and disclosure) of climate-related risks, with regular updates as these standards 
improve. 

 ◼ Utilizing the TCFD framework to undertake increasingly rigorous climate risk assessments, and 
employing climate risk management practices across transactions and portfolios.

 ◼ Engaging in ongoing efforts to define and describe measures for scoring climate resilience in all 
investments, particularly based on evolving understanding of warming trends and resulting adaptation/
resilience investments needs.
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RECOMMENDATION 4:  
Build Capacity Among 
All Financial Actors

The GCA should highlight the fundamental need to build human 
and institutional capacity in climate resilience (risk management 
and investment) across all financial system constituents. 

The importance of raising the level of awareness and understanding of climate change and 
building capacity to address climate change cannot be underestimated. While the commu-
nities that focus on climate change and sustainability are not insignificant, the mainstream 
financial sector community continues to perceive these issues and challenges (and indeed 
the opportunities) as bespoke, marginal, and not core to their own mandates or objectives. 
The community of practitioners in this space remains small, and more needs to be done 
to ensure that the capacity, skills, and tools are adopted to make and implement better 
investments decisions in the face of climate change. The general lack of climate awareness 
among financial Institutions in these countries has been a key finding of recent efforts to 
support climate finance readiness.145 

Addressing climate risk and pursuing investment opportunities in resilience will require new 
skills and abilities in a diversity of fields bridging an understanding of the physical sciences 
with knowledge of risk management and financial valuation. The knowledge required will 
vary within the financial sector, among risk managers within those institutions, and within 
financial policymaking and regulatory institutions. Such capacity and skills include practi-
tioners who can help policymakers and financial institutions assess, quantify, and manage 
climate risks, and, most importantly, pursue climate adaptation and resilience investment 
opportunities. These skills and expertise will be important among economists (macro and 
micro), policy experts, financial experts, chartered financial analysts (CFA), actuaries, and 
data modelers, as well as those engaged in financial structuring, business development, 
strategy, management, and international development. Over the longer term, business 
schools and other institutions engaged in financial training need to be engaged in developing 
curricula supporting a new set of specialized skills. Furthermore, vulnerable communities 
and developing countries may need dedicated assistance to build and acquire this type of 
capacity. The challenges in developing countries, particularly the poorest and most vulnera-
ble, are particularly great. 

The following actions illustrate efforts that financial system governance bodies and finan-
cial actors can make to help ensure that the right internal capacity exists to enable them to 
undertake proper analysis of climate risks and opportunities: 
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Financial System 
Constituents Illustrative Actions

Financial system 
governance bodies

Financial system governance bodies need to build awareness and enhance internal technical and financial 
expertise and capacity to enable proper analysis of climate risks and opportunities, including: 

 ◼ Ensuring that governance bodies gain awareness, build capacity, and employ expertise relevant for 
integrating climate considerations throughout governance, regulations, standards setting, and other activ-
ities important for financial system governance. 

Financial actors

Financial actors of all types need to build awareness and enhance internal technical and financial expertise 
and capacity to enable proper analysis of climate risks and opportunities, including:

 ◼ Employing relevant expertise across several key functions of the institution, including credit, risk 
management, portfolio, and investment staff. 

 ◼ Building internal capacity through training and other means of raising awareness, and ensuring exist-
ing staff have sufficient understanding of the risks and opportunities resulting from climate change.

 ◼ Building financial structuring capacity and expertise across asset classes to accelerate the develop-
ment of innovative financial instruments that can catalyze adaptation and resilient investment. 

 ◼ Deploying expertise by adopting or procuring climate risk management tools and continuing to build 
internal capacity for the use of those systems, data, and analytic tools. 
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RECOMMENDATION 5:  
Highlight and Promote 
Investment Opportunities146 

The GCA should highlight and promote the very large investment 
and market development opportunities for financial system 
constituents associated with responding to climate risks. 

This paper has repeatedly noted that recognition of risks often results in the identification 
of investment opportunities (e.g., projections of water shortages may lead to agreement on 
the need for water management projects). Indeed, the required level of investments across 
all sectors and segments of society presents likely the larger investment opportunity of this 
generation. Financial system governance bodies need to incentivize opportunities to invest 
in adaptation and resilience. The recommendations and actions outlined will provide some 
of the necessary information that can help highlight those opportunities. By incorporating 
climate risk assessments in routine operations and business development, financial actors 
can also take advantage of new opportunities to invest in adaptation and resilience. The 
following actions illustrate efforts that financial system governance bodies and financial 
actors can make to help ensure an equal focus on adaptation and resilience investment 
opportunities: 

Financial System 
Constituents Illustrative Actions

Financial system 
governance bodies

Financial system governance bodies need to incentivize opportunities to invest in adaptation and resilience, 
including: 

 ◼ Utilizing information and analysis on climate risk to incentivize adaptation and resilience investment, 
such as creating linkages between highly vulnerable communities and locations with the establishment of 
innovative financial mechanisms and approaches (e.g., resilience banks, resilience bonds).

 ◼ Requiring disclosure of climate-related financial risks in the real economy, in particular, infrastructure 
assets. 

Financial actors

Financial actors of all types should seek out opportunities and scale up investments in adaptation, including:
 ◼ Utilizing climate risk assessment practices to develop climate-resilient investment opportunities, 

thereby enhancing investment pipelines and bankability of proposed projects.
 ◼ Utilizing climate risk management practices to develop and deploy new financial asset classes, instru-

ments, and products, including such innovations as resilience bonds and expanded use of catastrophe 
bonds and contingency finance. 

 ◼ Participating in partnerships that serve the investment community, such as in technical best practice, 
design standards, procurement approaches, and shared modeling of climate scenarios.
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RECOMMENDATION 6:  
Use Public Institutions to 
Accelerate Adaptation

The GCA should advocate that financial system governance bodies 
provide support for or create financial institutions with a public/
development mandate to incentivize financing for adaptation, 
particularly to benefit vulnerable communities and countries.

Investment by Taking More Risks, Demonstrating 
New Markets
There are limitations on public balance sheets to finance the level of investment needed to 
meet adaptation and resilience needs. Furthermore, as climate risks become better known 
and knowable, there will be limitations on the potential of public balance sheets to bear the 
rising costs of a failure to adapt or build resilience in investments. As poor and vulnerable 
communities encounter climate risks (perhaps more quickly given their existing vulnera-
bilities), it also will be necessary for governments and public balance sheets to potentially 
expand safety nets to avoid significantly undermining development gains. In those circum-
stances, hard choices will be required by all financial system constituents. This means that 
public funds will need to be used more creatively and effectively to bring about policy frame-
works conducive to incentivizing, catalyzing, and mobilizing all sources of finance toward 
adaptation and resilience investments, including greater employment of blended finance 
approaches.

Addressing adaption investment needs will require both the public and private sectors—
including international organizations, think tanks, and NGOs—to work together on a number 
of fronts, including: 

 ◼ Creating tools, investment screening criteria, standard climate adaptation definitions, 
metrics and standards; and 

 ◼ Developing ways to share public and private costs and benefits.

It also will require the public sector to play its essential role in creating robust financial 
sectors and capital markets, and require the public sector to back-stop social risks, optimize 
concessional finance, protect the most vulnerable, and promote local solutions. 

Publicly mandated financing institutions (e.g., development finance institutions, community 
investment organizations) should play an expanded role in bridging public policy objectives 
and investment. Public finance institutions have a strong track record of supporting—where 
private investors will not—socially valuable investments that accelerate public policy 
objectives, such as investment in pre-commercial and marginally commercial technologies, 
geographies, and market segments. This holds equally, if not more so, for adaptation and 
resilience investments, many of which do not yet generate sufficient private benefits for 
purely market-based solutions. 

Blended finance approaches that leverage public finance to crowd in private investment 
may be critically important to accelerate adaptation and resilience investment, particularly 
for investments in emerging markets, and new technologies or business models that deliver 
adaptation and resilience solutions. In many countries, finance ministries and financial 
system governance bodies work together across a number of public policy objectives, both 
domestic and international, and can play important roles in developing efforts to employ 
blended finance approaches. 

This recommendation is primarily focused on efforts that governments, their finance 
ministries and, by extension, their financial system governance bodies can promote, in 
particular around the ability to most effectively and efficiently use public institutions to 
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accelerate adaptation and investment taking more risks and demonstrating to investors the 
value of new markets. The following actions illustrate efforts the financial system govern-
ance bodies can make to use public institutions to accelerate adaptation and investment 
by financial actors. Illustrative actions are divided by those that can be undertaken at the 
domestic level and at the international level: 

Financial system 
governance bodies 
and Ministries

Illustrative Actions

Domestic

To enhance investment in adaptation and resilience domestically, financial ministries and their related 
financial system governing bodies can promote the use of domestic public institutions to accelerate 
adaptation investment, including: 

 ◼ Ensuring the economic and financial impacts of climate risks are integrated into financial policy. 
Undertaking climate risk screening of domestic public investment programs and integrating into procure-
ment standards. Addressing any existing regulations which promote maladaptation investments or 
increase the vulnerability of communities more at risk from physical climate impacts. 

 ◼ Enhancing the role of public financing mechanisms/institutions to incentivize adaptation and resil-
ience investment, including by allowing public financial institutions to more actively employ blended 
finance approaches to “crowd in” private capital through de-risking and risk-sharing approaches. 

 ◼ Where none exist, considering creating specialized financing mechanisms (e.g. resilience banks, 
aggregation funds/vehicles) to catalyze and accelerate adaptation investment, particularly for highly 
vulnerable communities. 

 ◼ Supporting the development of a robust resilience bond market, including by incentivizing with credit 
enhancement issuances by municipalities, PPP projects related to key resilience/resilient infrastructure 
investments, and others. 

 ◼ Supporting the expanded use of catastrophe bonds and contingency funds to increase resilience and 
reduce vulnerability to the impacts and costs of physical impacts from climate change.

International

To enhance investment in adaptation and resilience domestically, financial ministries and their related 
financial system governance bodies can promote the use of international public institutions to accelerate 
adaptation investment, including: 

 ◼ Promoting greater use of blended finance approaches among DFIs and MDBs to accelerate and cata-
lyze adaptation investment in emerging markets, LDCs, and small island states. 

 ◼ Ensuring climate risk screening assessments are undertaken for international public investment chan-
nels (e.g., DFIs, MDBs), and monitoring such risks. 

 ◼ To help catalyze private adaptation investment in emerging markets, promoting efforts to develop aggre-
gation models or funds, as well as public-private financing models that facilitate scale and pooling/
diversifying risks from emerging markets.

 ◼ Where there are gaps in the financial ecosystem in emerging markets, supporting the creation of finan-
cial mechanisms (e.g., aggregation vehicles/funds for adaptation, resilience banks, infrastructure 
banks, SME finance, micro-finance) in partnership with DFIs/MDBs specifically designed to invest in 
adaptation/resilience, and “crowd in” private investment at the local level. 

 ◼ Supporting efforts to address challenges limiting access to adaptation funding at the local level by 
addressing barriers to funding models, transparency, monitoring progress, and improving capacity of 
local institutions.
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LINKAGES BETWEEN 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND 
GLOBAL COMMISSION ON 
ADAPTATION ACTION TRACKS 
The GCA is working to address major roadblocks to adaptation action, including the 
failure to incorporate climate change risks and opportunities into planning and financial 
system governance, and the challenge of mobilizing financing for adaptation invest-
ments. The GCA should strongly advocate for the recommendations above and should work 
with other initiatives to secure commitments from governments, policymakers, and financial 
actors to implement the actions identified to support the recommendations. 

To most effectively promote and advocate these measures with the relevant stakeholders 
(e.g., financial governance bodies, financial institutions), the GCA will need to147: 

i. Build the internal technical capacity and expertise, both in climate adaptation and in 
finance and financial system governance; and 

ii. Garner credibility by leveraging this internal expertise and its high-level commission to 
promote and advocate with relevant stakeholders. 

These two features will be necessary for GCA to work effectively with central banks, financial 
policymakers, financial actors, and other financial system constituents. Below are four cate-
gories of concrete actions that should form a critical component of a transformative summit 
resilience package and can be included in the GCA’s Action Tracks: 

1. Establish, Develop, and Promote a Network of Excellence on Climate Risk and 
Adaptation

For the GCA to make the greatest impact, the most immediately actionable step is to take 
on the role of a convening body for a network of climate adaptation excellence. Given 
its influential and diverse high-level group of commissioners, the GCA is well positioned to 
bring together leading actors across a wide range of financial constituents and stakehold-
ers around relevant climate risk and adaptation topics, potentially serving as a repository 
of information on climate risk management and adaptation investment for the benefit of all 
financial system constituents. An effective network on financing adaptation and resilience 
needs to include governments, financial system governance bodies, financial actors, and 
academia. With the right staff and governance, GCA could be well placed to be a focal point 
for promoting and advocating for the alignment of the financial system around low-carbon 
and climate-resilient investment.

2. Promote the Integration of Climate Considerations into Financial System 
Governance 

Integrating climate considerations—both risks and opportunities—will be fundamentally 
important for aligning the financial system toward low-carbon, climate-resilient invest-
ments, and ensuring there is at least as much attention given to investment in adaptation 
and resilience as to mitigation. Climate risk assessment, management, and disclosure are 
important components of this alignment, as are the creation of taxonomies and definitions 
to enable entities to identify climate risks and opportunities. The following key actions can 
be supported by the GCA:

Disclosure: GCA should leverage its high-level commission to promote mandatory climate 
risk disclosure policies. Enhanced disclosure is required both in terms of depth of disclosed 
information and in breadth of reporting constituents. Scaling up climate risk disclosure 
practices by both the real economy and the financial sector will be important for addressing 
information asymmetry challenges, and can provide sufficient and transparent information 
on which to base investment decisions to investors of all types. 
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Taxonomies and protocols: GCA should support the ongoing efforts by the European 
Commission Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance to develop climate-related 
taxonomies and protocols. A clear taxonomy is critical to determine whether activities are 
environmentally sustainable and include climate mitigation/adaptation benefits. 

The GCA can facilitate the development of the climate data analytics industry through a 
number of concrete actions, including:

Engagement: The GCA should engage with ongoing initiatives, such as the NGFS, on a 
number of key financial policy recommendations, including: 

i. Mandatory disclosure. GCA should promote the rapid adoption of the existing TCFD 
disclosure framework and guidelines by the real sector, corporates, and the financial 
sector; 

ii. Development of taxonomies to facilitate financial institutions’ assessment of physical 
climate-related risks; and 

iii. Financial policy recommendations related to climate risk management practices (e.g., 
stress tests, scenario planning). 

3. Promote the Development of a Climate Analytics Industry
For the continued efficiency of the future financial sector, the application of climate data and 
analytics is critical. Without such tools in place, meaningful disclosure is impossible, as is 
good climate risk management. The demand for such services is emerging as corporates 
and financial institutions are seeking to integrate climate considerations into already exist-
ing risk management practices. There have been developments in this emerging industry 
in recent years, particularly in the insurance sector, but the climate analytics industry itself 
is still nascent, notwithstanding the potential for a number of distinct uses for climate risk 
analytics. 

The GCA can facilitate the development of the climate data analytics industry through a 
number of concrete actions, including:

Convening: GCA can play a convening role for all the industry actors (e.g., academics, 
technology startups, the financial industry) to collaborate and share best practices around 
climate risk modeling, translating climate and weather data into usable information for 
different types of investment decision making, portfolio analysis, and stress testing. 

Catalyzing: GCA may consider facilitating and funding, through competitions or competitive 
prizes, the development of climate data risk management solutions for specific types of 
climate risk assessment needs, including for various types of investors (e.g., infrastructure, 
institutional investors, bond underwriting), various sectors (e.g., agriculture, water, health), or 
for cross-cutting systems-based solutions (e.g., supply chain, city-level investments). 

4. Innovation in Financial Instruments for Climate Adaptation and Resilience
Financial instruments are crucial for scaling up investment in climate. A number of new 
and innovative financial instruments have been developed which help catalyze investment 
in climate adaptation and resilience. While it is not realistic for the GCA itself to develop 
innovative financial instruments for climate adaptation and resilience, it can facilitate the 
development of new innovative financial instruments for climate adaptation and resilience 
through a number of concrete actions, including:

Convening: GCA can act as the convening platform for various actors in the climate finance 
space to engage and share their expertise around investing in adaptation and resilience, 
and can serve as a repository of best practices on innovative financial approaches, such 
as blended finance applications for adaptation and integration of climate risk elements into 
financial structuring approaches. As part of this, GCA can directly engage with various initi-
atives, such as the Adaptation and Resilience Expert Group (AREG) of the Climate Bonds 
Initiative and others that are actively addressing approaches which will lead to innovative 
financial instruments. 
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Catalyzing: GCA may consider facilitating and funding the creation of dedicated funds/ facil-
ities or institutions that can catalyze and accelerate investments in adaptation and resilience, 
particularly promoting local solutions for the most vulnerable countries and communities. 
One option is for the GCA to promote the creation of a climate adaptation blended finance 
fund (likely as a facility under an existing multilateral climate fund) for the world’s poorest 
and most vulnerable countries148 which can effectively help to de-risk adaption and resilience 
investments at both the country and transaction levels, thereby attracting and mobilizing 
private capital for high-impact adaptation projects where it may be most needed.
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ANNEX 1: Select Climate Risk 
Disclosure Frameworks

Organization Purpose
Members 
/ Target 
Audience

Funders Reporting Framework 
Description

Latest 
Update of 
Framework

TCFD

Develop voluntary, consistent 
climate-related financial risk 
disclosures for use by companies in 
providing information to investors, 
lenders, insurers, and other 
stakeholders

Investors, 
lenders, 
corporates, 
insurers, 
and other 
stakeholders

Financial 
Stability Board

Public recommendations 
for voluntary climate-
related financial 
reporting

2017

SASB

Develop and disseminate 
sustainability accounting standards 
that help public corporations 
disclose material, decision-useful 
information to investors

Public 
corporations 
in 79 
industries

SASB 
Foundation

Public reporting on 
sustainability, revisions 
being done internally 
in coordination with 
CDSB to align with TCFD 
recommendations on 
climate disclosures

2018

CDSB

Develop a global mainstream 
corporate reporting model to equate 
climate change and natural capital 
information with information about 
financial capital

Investors, 
companies

Consortium 
of nine 
business and 
environmental 
non- 
governmental 
organizations

Public standards and 
guidance designed 
for the disclosure of 
material sustainability 
information, including 
climate change risks

2018

CDP
Global disclosure system that helps 
businesses and cities submit data 
to investors and customers

Investors, 
companies, 
cities

Public reporting on 
climate change, forests 
and water; revisions 
being done internally 
with private consultation 
to align with TCFD 
recommendations

2019

UN PRI

Support international network of 
investor signatories in incorporating 
ESG factors into their investment 
and ownership decisions

Asset owners, 
investment 
managers

PRI signatories

Public guidance and ESG 
reporting framework, 
including specific climate 
indicators

2018

GRI

Modular reporting standards that 
can be used by any organization 
to report about its impacts on the 
economy, environment, and society

Companies

Government 
agencies, 
foundations, 
and other 
organizations

ESG reporting standards 
that include climate- 
specific disclosures

2018

ISO

Bring together experts to share 
knowledge and develop voluntary, 
consensus-based, market-relevant 
international standards that support 
innovation and provide solutions to 
global challenges

Companies

Non-
governmental 
international 
organization 
with a 
membership 
of 162 national 
standards 
bodies

Public ESG reporting 
standards, currently 
developing standards 
related to climate change 
risks

2018
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47 While anticipating the timing of climate-related impacts is challenging, the probability 
that those risks will materialize is changing, and for the most part is resulting in an 
increase in risk, not a decrease in risk. 

48 Wilby, Robert L., and Suraje Dessai. “Robust Adaptation to Climate Change.” Weather, 
vol. 65, no. 7, 2010, pp. 180–185.

49 For greater consideration of this issue, see “Fat-Tailed Uncertainty in the Economics 
of Catastrophic Climate Change”, Martin Weitzman, 2011. Review of Environmental 
Economics and Policy, volume 5, issue 2, summer 2011, pp. 275–292. scholar.har-
vard.edu/files/weitzman/files/fattaileduncertaintyeconomics.pdf

50 Some experts refer to this type of uncertainty as “deep uncertainty” which is defined 
by (Lempert, 2003) as the condition in which analysts do not know or the parties to 
a decision cannot agree upon (1) to describe interactions among a systems varia-
bles, (2) to determine the probability distributions to represent key parameters in the 
models, and/or (3) how to value the desirability of alternative outcomes.

51 Francis, Royce, and Nii Attoh-Okine. “Special Collection on Uncertainty Analysis and 
Decision-Making in Infrastructure Systems Under Climate Change.” ASCE-ASME 
Journal of Risk and Uncertainty in Engineering Systems, Part A: Civil Engineering, vol. 
4, no. 1, 2018.

52 “Paying It Forward: The Path Toward Climate-Safe Infrastructure in California - The 
Climate-Safe Infrastructure Working Group.” California Natural Resources Agency, 
2018, resources.ca.gov/climate/climate-safe-infrastructure-working-group/.

53 Investors make decisions all the time in the face of uncertainty, and it can be argued 
that many market-related trends (such as demand for products, interest rates, infla-
tion) are far more uncertain than climate change, particularly the farther out in the 
time horizon. One is based on physics, and others are based on human behavior.

54 Miller, Alan, and Stacy Swann. “Climate Change and the Financial Sector: A Time 
of Risk and Opportunity.” Georgetown Environmental Law Review, 2016. gielr.files.
wordpress.com/2017/04/zsk00117000069.pdf.

55 “Emerging Trends in Mainstreaming Climate Resilience in Large-Scale, Multi-Sector 
Infrastructure PPPs.” World Bank Group, PPIAF, 2016, ppiaf.org/documents/2874?ot-
p=b3RwIzE1NTA5NzIyNDU=&ref_site=ppiaf.

56 “Delivering Climate Agenda for LAC: IDB Group Actions to 2020.” Inter-American 
Development Bank (IDB), 2017, publications.iadb.org/en/publication/12926/deliver-
ing-climate-agenda-lac-idb-group-actions-2020; and Melissa Barandiaran, Maricarmen 
Esquivel, Sergio Lacambra, Gines Suarez, Daniela Zuloaga. "Executive Summary of 
the Disaster and Climate Risk Assessment Methodology for IDB Projects: A Technical 
Reference for IDB Project Teams", Inter-American Development Bank, December 2018

57 “Building Resilience: Integrating Climate and Disaster Risk into Development.” World 
Bank, 2013. 

 openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/16639.
58 “Final Report: Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Dis-

closures.” Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure, 2017, www.fsb-tcfd.
org/publications/final-recommendations-report/.

59 TCFD guidance to actors in the Financial Sector includes three ways to disclose 
an entity’s climate risk management: 1) Describe the organization’s processes for 
identifying and assessing climate-related risks; 2) Describe the organization’s 
processes for managing climate-related risks; and 3) Disclose the metrics used by 
the organization to assess climate-related risks and opportunities in line with its 
strategy and risk management processes. Implementing the Recommendations of 
the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures, TCFD, June 2017

60 In April 2019, the NGFS issued guidance in its first comprehensive report on scenario 
analysis frameworks for central banks financial supervisors, inclusive of successful 
and unsuccessful emissions mitigation pathways and orderly and disorderly re-
sponse scenarios. The NGFS promised in the future to issue more detailed guidance 
on data-driven scenario development.
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85 The U.S. GAO (United States Government Accountability Office) found that “compa-
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86 “The PRA’s desired outcome is that firms take a strategic approach to managing the 
financial risks from climate change, taking into account current risks, those that can 
plausibly arise in the future, and identifying the actions required today to mitigate 
current and future financial risks. The draft [supervisory statement] sets out the 
PRA’s proposed expectations concerning how firms: 

 (a) embed the consideration of the financial risks from climate change in their gov-
ernance arrangements; 

 (b) incorporate the financial risks from climate change into existing risk management 
practice; 

 (c) use (long-term) scenario analysis to inform strategy setting and risk assessment 
and identification; and 

 (d) develop an approach to disclosure on the financial risks from climate change.” 
Cited in BoE PRA 2018, “Consultation Paper | 23/18 Enhancing banks’ and insurers’ 
approaches to managing the financial risks from climate change.” 

 www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consul-
tation-paper/2018/cp2318.pdf?la=en&hash=8663D2D47A725C395F71F-
D5688E5667399C48E08.

87 In February 2019, Michael Bloomberg wrote in the Los Angeles Times, “We are flying 
blind” and called the lack of transparency a “market failure.” The NY-Exxon lawsuit ref-
erenced in endnote xxxv may be an indication that this is beginning to change. Bloomb-
erg, Michael R. “Michael Bloomberg: PG&E bankruptcy is a wake-up call on financial 
risks of climate change.” Los Angeles Times. February 8, 2019. www.latimes.com/
opinion/op-ed/la-oe-bloomberg-climate-change-risk-disclosure-20190208-story.html.

88 “Standards Setting Process.” Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, www.sasb.
org/standards-setting-process/.

89 TCFD website. www.fsb-tcfd.org/.
90 Forsgren, Kurt. 2016. “What's Next for U.S. Municipal Green Bonds?” S&P Global, 

September 7, 2016. www.spglobal.com/en/research-insights/articles/Whats-Next-
For-US-Municipal-Green-Bonds.

91 The Adaptation and Resilience Expert Group formed by the Climate Bonds Initiative 
“to discuss and develop the A&R Principles, which will provide high-level guidance for 
determining when projects and assets are compatible with a climate resilient econo-
my, and therefore should be certified under the Climate Bonds Standard” is one such 
effort.  www.climatebonds.net/adaptation-and-resilience

92 For further treatment of market barriers to adaptation finance, please see UNEP 
FI, 2016, “Demystifying Adaptation Finance for the Private Sector”, www.unepfi.
org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/DEMYSITIFYING-ADAPTATION-FI-
NANCE-FOR-THE-PRIVATE-SECTOR-AW-FULL-REPORT.pdf. 

93 IPCC. “Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Part A: Global 
and Sectoral Aspects. Contribution of Working Group II to the Fifth Assessment Re-
port of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.” Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, 2014. 1132 pp.

94 Public private partnerships are another response to financing such projects when 
revenue streams are available, e.g., in building toll roads.  To date such projects also 
typically fail to consider climate risks or simply transfer such risks to public sponsors 
as part of the terms seen as necessary to attract private investment.  S. Sundarajan 
and N. Suriyagoda, “Climate Risks and Resilience in Infrastructure PPPs: Issues to be 
Considered,” World Bank PPIAF, March 2016, ppiaf.org/documents/2870/download

95 It should be noted that some risk management companies with effective products 
and services have been in the marketplace for many years.  See, e.g., H. Tabuchi, 

“When a Projectile Two-By-Four Is All in a Day’s Work,” The New York Times, Dec. 11, 
2017, www.nytimes.com/2017/12/11/insider/disaster-lab-research.html

96 “New Research Shows Clear Gap between Companies' Awareness of Climate Risks 
and Actions for Tackling Them.” CDP, 2018, www.cdp.net/en/articles/media/new-
research-shows-clear-gap-between-companies-awareness-of-climate-risks-and-ac-
tions-for-tackling-them.

97 Goldstein, Allie, et al. “The Private Sector’s Climate Change Risk and Adaptation Blind 
Spots.” Nature Climate Change, vol. 9, no. 1, 2018, pp. 18–25.

98 Network for Greening the Financial System, 2018. NGFS First Progress Report: Octo-
ber 2018.
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99 "Measuring Physical Climate Risk in Equity Portfolios." Deutsche Asset Management, 
2017. dws.com/insights/global-research-institute/physical-climate-risk/

100 “Climate Change: The Investment Perspective.” EY, 2016, www.ey.com/Publication/
vwLUAssets/EY-climate-change-and-investment/$FILE/EY-climate-change-and-in-
vestment.pdf.

101 For example, in October 2018, Four Twenty Seven and GeoPhy released the first 
global dataset on real estate investment trusts’ (REITs') climate change exposure, 
including flood, wind, and heat and water stress. Four Twenty Seven combined its as-
set level climate risk exposure with GeoPhy's REIT holdings database of over 73,500 
properties owned by 321 listed REITs to categorize REITs as either exposed or not 
exposed to various climate hazards. “Climate Risk, Real Estate, and the Bottom Line.” 
Four Twenty Seven and Geophy, 2018, 427mt.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/
ClimateRiskRealEstateBottomLine_427GeoPhy_Oct2018-6.pdf.
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132 As noted previously, this paper does not explore the potential for new financial 
mechanisms in depth, although recognizing that dedicated financing platforms, 
instruments (such as resilience bonds), funds or institutions that solely focus on 
providing financing for adaptation and [resilience/investment in resilience] would 
bring substantial short-term benefit to scale up financing. GCA should support all 
efforts to continue to develop and deploy instruments that can catalyze financing 
for adaptation, help share and/or transfer climate risks, and otherwise enable the 

“crowding-in” of private capital (e.g., blended finance). These types of approaches are 
incremental, and useful, although limited insofar as they don’t directly address the 
system-wide challenges that necessary to transform the financial system and help 
reorient capital around sustainability and resilience.

133 As discussed above, in “financial system governance bodies” we include policymak-
ers, financial system rule-makers and standards bodies, and agencies with oversight 
and supervisory authorities

134 The NGFS will issue an initial set of six recommendations in April 2019 which reflect 
[34] Central Banks’ views on how best to integrate climate considerations across 
financial system policies and regulations [footnote to be updated prior to publication]. 
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136 Note: some of the actions within this section are also covered in other Recommenda-
tions, although these are specific for financial system governance bodies.

137 The ESG practices. of firms frequently do currently address issues related to climate 
change. However, ESG approaches primarily focus on an asset’s impact on the en-
vironment, not the environment (or climate) impact on the asset. Further, most ESG 
approaches do not undertake a financial value-at-risk assessment over relevant time 
horizons for investors, rather when financial or economic assessment are undertak-
en for an ESG risk, these are often based on asset life. 
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144 Risk assessments are undertaken based on information at a point in time. Depending 
on actual and anticipated warming, concepts of what constitutes “resilience” may 
evolve as GHG emissions occur and scientific understanding of risks and the magni-
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146 While highlighting the importance of identifying business and financial opportunities 
associated with addressing climate risks, this paper does not cover the topic in de-
tail. Other reports and more recently investment funds have begun to do so focusing 
on financially attractive adaptation and resilience investments across all industries, 
including (i) infrastructure, (ii) energy, (iii) agriculture and food security/rural liveli-
hoods, (iv) cities, (v) supply chains, and other parts of the economy (e.g., IFC, 2017). 

147 Regardless of whether GCA will itself undertake any specific actions, or will leverage 
the influencing capability of the Commission, it would be important for the GCA itself 
to build a minimum level of internal technical and subject matter expertise in order 
to most effectively promote issues raised in this background paper with financial 
system constituents. 

148 The Least Developed Countries Fund administered by the Global Environment Facility 
has a mandate that encompasses many of these countries.
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